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PREFACE

It is with considerable diffidence that this statistical survey 

is presented to the readers of Contemporary Religions in Japan. 

This is not because of any lack of confidence in the quality 

of the material. Quite the contrary. Every effort has been 

made to present as reliable, up-to-clate data as is available. 

Rather，it is because of some question as to whether the survey 

will be of sufficient value to the readers to justify the effort 

expended to produce it. Frankly，had all the problems and 

difficulties been fully realized at the outset，probably the plan 

would have been dropped. This, may have been a case o£ 

where ignorance was bliss，but I doubt it.

In a complete survey of religions in Japan，certain additional 

information should also be included. Baha?i, for example, was 

established in Tokyo a few years ago by foreign residents and 

is slowly acquiring a Japanese following.

Confucianism has existed in Japan for many centuries and 

formerly had a number of centers throughout the country. 

However, it never was an organized religion in the sense that 

it was in China. Today, the Yushima Seido 湯島聖堂  near 

the Ochanomizu railway station in Tokyo，is believed to be 

the only extant Confucian temple in the country，but there 

may be others. As an organized movement Confucianism in 

Japan is very small, but its influence on Japanese life continues 

to be great.

There is one mosque in Tokyo which survived World War 

II. There may be others elsewhere, which have been es
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PREFACE

tablished subsequently. But Islam is confined almost entirely 

to foreign residents, although there have been unconfirmed 

reports of a few Japanese converts.

The same is true of Hinduism and Judaism. There are no 

doubt a number of meeting places for people of these laiths, 

but Japanese believers are almost, if not totally, non-existent.

Finally, there are a number of foreign-language Christian 

churches, which were established to serve the foreign com

munities but with which some Japanese Christians are affiliated.

Omission of these and other movements from this survey is 

not in the least intended to reflect upon their significance. 

They are regarded as in a somewhat different category and, 

therefore, should be handled separately.

There are undoubtedly some, perhaps many, errors in these 

statistical tables. It would be strange if there were not, even 

though every effort has been made to avoid them. Moreover, 

the explanations may not be entirely clear. If attention is 

called to any errors, they can be corrected in subsequent issues 

of Ccmtemporary Religions in Japan. Comments and criticism, 

of course, will also be appreciated.

W illiam P. Woodard
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A STATISTICAL SURVEY 
OF 

RELIGIONS IN JAPAN

Introduction

“ I am so glad that you do not have as many sects and 

denominations in Japan as we do in America.” I sat up 

straight. I could hardly believe my ears. Had I heard cor

rectly ? The speaker was a well-known religious leader from 

abroad. He should have known better. He had been in Japan 

long enough to know the facts.

Probably he is like some people we all know who say that 

they don’t like statistics. That is understandable. Statistics 

are generally as “ dry as dust，，，but people that cannot take 

the time to bother with them should not make such generali

zations. How many times have you heard someone make the 

following misleading or inaccurate statements : “ Buddhism is 

dead，，，“ Christianity doesn’t grow，，，“ Christians are still only 

a half o£ one percent of the population，” or “ There are 

hundreds of new religions in Japan ” ? Statistics do not，of 

course, tell the whole story, but a little attention to them will 

help us all to know and interpret the facts correctly.

Fortunately most people concerned with religions in Japan 

seem to have at least some interest in statistics, even though 

they may be well aware that the data itself is none too reli

able. Consequently, it has seemed desirable to provide a resume 

of such material as is available, adding only such explanatory
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comments as may seem necessary in order to make it readily 

understood. It is hoped that others will undertake the more dif

ficult and onerous task of making a careful interpretive study.

The Need for Statistics

Quite apart from the generalizations noted above, the need 

for statistical information is evident. In addition to those who 

use such data professionally, people in general, whether re

ligiously inclined or not, are usually interested in quantitative 

developments in some area of religion. They want to know, 

for example, about the growth of certain organizations, es

pecially the ones with which they are directly or indirectly 

connected, and they want to be able to compare the growth 

and activities of one religion, denomination, or church, usually 

their own, with that of others. They are, of course, interested 

in anything sensational, especially about the so-called new re

ligions. Furthermore, they expect speakers and writers in the 

field of religion to give them reliable information and not guess 

work.

The Reliablility of Statistics

Is this possible ? Is it worthwhile to try ? Denominations 

and their constituent bodies prepare their statistics according 

to their own standards, which are usually quite different from 

those of other denominations, especially those of other religions. 

Moreover, even within a given denomination, a change in 

administration may mean a change in standards and categories, 

with the result that sound comparison over a periacl of years 

is sometimes practically impossible even within a given or

— 34 —



GENERAL INTRODUCTION

ganization.

The situation is frustrating, to say the least, but it is not 

hopeless. In spite of the lack of scientific accuracy and generally- 

accepted norms that give statistical material a sound compara

tive value，if the available data is carefully evaluated and 

compensations made for different standards and methods, the 

statistics can tell us considerable about religions in Japan, and 

they can provide us with the basis for rough comparisons.

At any rate, one thing is clear : religious statistics are col

lected primarily for the benefit of the organizations concerned. 

If the denominations themselves are satisfied, the traditional 

methods will continue to be followed, and it is very unlikely 

that there will be any changes made for sociological students 

of religions.

In dealing with the question of adherents, for example, it 

is inconceivable that there ever will or can be any generally- 

accepted standards as to who are and who are not to be con

sidered adherents or members. This is the case even within 

the Christian movement itself, not to mention the world of 

Buddhism, Shinto, etc. Denominations decide this matter from 

the standpoint of faith or convenience, probably both; and 

the same is true for most of the other categories.

For those concerned with the religions of Japan, some at

tention to religious statistics is unavoidable. The problem is 

to understand them. To that problem we address ourselves 

in this study.

Outline of Study

The study consists of this introduction，an examination of

一  35 —
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the latest available overall statistics for all religions in Japan 

( Part I )，the statistics for the individual religions : Buddhism， 

Christianity，Shinto and others ( Part II )，some trends in the 

Japanese religious world during the past four decades，that is， 

since 1919 ( Part I II  )，and an appendix which gives the 1961 

statistics for Christianity and some so-called new religions， 

foreign missionaries，and a revised overall table for religions 

in japan.

Definitions

The following are definitions of some special terms used in 

this study. The words themselves are rather ordinary ones， 

but the usage is somewhat specialized

Adherents—The term “ adherent ” is used in preference to 

member，” because it is broader and because，strictly speaking, 

most Buddhist and Shinto sects ( gユ，.）do not have a member

ship system. It covers such common Japanese terms as dankaf1 

(“temple supporter，，)， skmtob and shinjaF ( “ believer ” )， ujikod 

( shrine parishioner，，)， sukeishae ( “ shrine worshipper ” )， 

kai tnf (“member”)，and the like. The term “adherents”，how- 

ever，is not intended to be as broad as “ total constituency,” 

although, in effect，it is so in certain cases because many shrines 

regard the total population of their parishes as their “ total 

constituency.”

Church—The term “ church” ( kyokaig) is used by most re-

S I  issue of
th is journa l.



GENERAL INTRODUCTION

ligions in Japan. In Buddhist parlance it denotes a group of 

believers with a sanctuary that is usually organized on a less 

pretentious scale than a temple. In Shinto it is generally ap

plied to Shinto sanctuaries other than shrines. In prewar years, 

by official definition, Sectarian Shinto ( kydha shi?itoa) sanctua

ries were called “ churches,” and this custom has been rather 

generally carried over into the present by most Shinto sects. 

In Christianity, and in religions other than Buddhism and 

Shinto, the sanctuaries or meeting places for worsnip and 

training are called “ churches ”•

Denominations and sects (see also “ schools ”）一 Generally speaking， 

the term “ sect ” in English has something of a derogatory 

meaning. “ Denomination ” is regarded as more respectful or 

dignified. In Japan, however, this distinction does not prevail. 

It has long been customary to refer to long-established Buddhist 

and Shinto denominations as “ sects,” without the slightest 

unfavorable connotation.

In this study the term “ denominations ” is used when re

ference is made to two or more sectarian organizations or as

sociations with different traditions, which embrace, or are 

comprised of, local religious organizations ( q.v.), irrespective 

of the customary designations of these bodies. For example, 

we may refer to “ Buddhist, Shinto and Christian denomina- 

tions.” When, however, reference is made to only one de

nom ination ,o r to more than one within the same tradition, 

the appropriate customary terms are used. For example, the 

“ Jinja Honcho^' is tne u Association of Shinto Shrines,” the

教派神道 b. 神社本庁
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“ Nihon Harisuto Sei Kyokai^ ” is “ The Japan Orthodox 

Church，，’ the “ Nihon Baputesuto Renmei*" is fhe Japan 

Baptist Convention ” and the forty-nine sectarian bodies of 

Smngonc Buddhism are called sects，，.

Established religions and established religious organizations——In

prewar years the term established religion” ( kisei shukyod) 

sometimes referred only to Buddhism and Shinto. In the 

postwar years the meaning has been definitely expanded to 

include Christianity. But because of the break-up of some 

prewar sectarian systems，the meaning of the term estaoiished 

religious organization” ( tzisei shaky d dantai6) is less definite 

today. Generally it is used to refer to denominations and local 

religious organization {q.v.) that existed in prewar years or were 

formerly a part of，or affiliated with，one of the prewar de

nominations of Buddhism or Shinto.

Local religious organizations or local organizations — The terms 

local religious organizations ” and local organizations ” are 

used to refer to individual shrines， temples， churches, and 

similar local religious installations and facilities. These terms 

are used in contradistinction to “ denominations ” ( q.v.).

New religions or new religious organizations— For reasons that 

cannot be discussed here，the word “ so-called ” always precedes 

the term “ new religions.” This is not to imply that there 

are no new religions. It is used in order to avoid becoming 

involved here in a discussion of the question of what con-

に 日本ハリスト正教会ヶ日本バプテスト連盟へ真言d. 既成宗教 
ニ既成宗教団体
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stitutes a new religion, and whether certain religious organi

zations ( q.v.) or denominations ( q.v.) belong in such a category. 

The term “ new religious organizations ” is also used for or

ganizations in the same general group.

Religious organization— The term “ religious organization” refers 

either to a “ denomination ” ( q.v.) or a “ local religious or

ganizations ” ( q.v.).

Religious worker—The term “ religious worker ” refers to those 

persons who either give fulltime to professional religious work 

or regard such work as their primary occupation，even though 

they may have other employment.

Schools of Buddhism一 For an explantion of the term “ schools ” 

see p 62—3.

Sects— See “ Denominations and sects

Shrine and temple—Although the meaning of the terms “ shrine ” 

( jin jan, etc.) and “ temple” {j i yinb) are generically the same, 

it has become customary in Japan to use the term “ shrine ” 

to designate a Shinto sanctuary and related facilities, and the 

term “ temple ” to designate a Buddhist sanctuary and its re

lated facilities. According to Ministry officials, the terms 

shrine and “ temple ” are generally applied to installations 

of these categories that were listed in the prewar official 

Shrine Register ( Jin ja  Meisai Cndc) or the Buddmst Temple 

Register ( J i i n  Meisai ChOd ). As a rule, temples are said to 

have family supporters ( dankae) and are usually more highly

神 社 b ,寺 院 c .神 社 明 細 帳 d .寺 院 明 細 想 e, 榴家
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organized than Buddhist churches ( kyokaia ) ( q.v. )， which 

generally do not have the traditional family supporters.

Sources

The primary sources for this study are as follows :

The tables in the Introduction, Part I，and Part I: are based 

on tables found in the Ministry of naucation’s Shukyo Nenkanb 

( Religions Year Book)? pp. 366— 371，452—487. Those in 

Part III have been prepared by the Institute from the sources 

indicated in the text and footnotes. The statistics for the 

Catholic Church in the Appendix have been taken from the The 

Japan Missionary Bulletin本 {Catholic )，and those for The 

Japan Orthodox Church and Protestant churches have been 

based on tables given on pages of tJie 1962 Kiristo-kyo 

Nenkarf ( Christian Year Book ) published by the Christ News 

Co., ( Kiristo Shimbun Shad ) which should not be confused 

with the English language The Japan Christian Year Book.

Space limitations make it impossiole to reproduce more than 

a fraction of the statistical data in these sources，much of 

which is too technical to be of general interest. r,ven the 

tables on which the data given here is based have been con

siderably abridged. Those interested in more complete details 

should consult the original sources.

The Scope of the Ministry of Education’s Statistics

The Ministry’s statistics were compiled from two sources :

" S f  Japan  S 二  C a t 4 " S ^ n a gazine published
by the Oriens Institu te fo r Religious Research at 48-1 Isarago-machi, M inato 
Ku. Tokyo. D r. Jos. J. Spae is the editor.

■— 40 —



( 1 ) replies to questionaires submitted by the Ministry to the 

380 incorporated denominations under its jurisdiction，and ( 2 ) 

reports received from forty-six prefectures covering indepen

dent, that is，denominationally unaffiliated local religious bodies 

( shrines，temples，churches and the like )，and local denomina

tions incorporated on a prefectural level.

This may seem a bit complicated. Under Article V of the 

Religious Juridical Persons Law ( Shukyo Hojin Hoa) of 1951, 

religious bodies may be incorporated on two levels，national 

and prefectural. Denominations having incorporated local 

bodies，that is，shrines, temples, churches，and the like, in two 

or more prefectures are incorporated under the Ministry of 

Education. All local bodies and denominations having local 

religious organizations in only one prefecture are incorporated 

in their respective prefectures. Therefore，the reports of denomi

nations incorporated under the Ministry ( Tables V，V I，V I I )， 

which are sent directly to the Ministry，include the statistics 

for their affiliated local organizations ( incorporated and un

incorporated )，that are，of course, in most cases scattered 

widely throughout the country. The reports of denominationally 

unaffiliated, that is，incorporated independent local organizations 

( Table V III )，and of incorporated local organizations affiliated 

with denominations not incorporated with the Ministry but 

which may or may not be incorporated on a local level 

( Table IX )  are first collected by the responsible prefectural 

offices and then forwarded to the Ministry.*

*  I f  a denom ination incorporated on a prefectura l level submits reports to 
the responsible prefectural office, the statistics fo r its affiliated local organi
zations, incorporated and unincorporated, are included.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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It should be clear, however, that while the Ministry and the 

local prefectural governments have jurisdiction over religious 

corporations，they have no jurisdiction over the religious affairs 

of these incorporated bodies and cannot require reports cover

ing religious matters? such as membership, religious activities， 

etc. Such reports as are received by the government offices 

are submitted voluntarily. Consequently，in any given year 

the Ministry’s statistics are never entirely complete. This is 

a matter of law. Responsiblity for the omissions does not lie 

with the Ministry but with the religious organizations that do 

not cooperate.

The Ministry of Education's Questionnaire

In order to compile the desired data as of December 31， 

1959，the Ministry sent out a questionaire to the 380 in

corporated denominations under its jurisdiction and received 

322 replies ( Table I). Fifty-eight, that is，15% of the 380 

did not reply. This is not a significant number as far as 

questionaires in general are concerned，but it could be signifi

cant, if any of these fifty-eight were large denominations* As 

a matter of fact，a careful examination of the list of those 

that made no reply indicates that the total constituency of the 

fifty-eight denominations is not over 1.4 million, or a little 

over one percent of the total number of reported adherents. 

In other words，those that failed to reply were relatively small 

denominations.* ( Why they did not reply would be an inter

* As w ill be seen later, the lim ita tions to the statistics are not due so 
much to these omissions as to defects in  the reports themselves and in  the 
fa ilu re  of one organization to report on a prefectural level. (See pp. 43)
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esting subject for further research but it is not relevant tc 

this study ).

Table I

The Ministry of Education’s 1959 Statistical Survey of

Incorporated Denominations

Questionnaires Replies 
sent received

No
replies

Buddhism 167 141 26

Christianity 38 35 3

Shinto 144 119 25

Others 31 27 4

Total 380 322 58

Note: This table is found on page 366 of the 1961 Religions Year Book.

Prefectural Statistics : Soka Gakkai

Except for the data in Tables IV  and V ( pages 57 and 58 

respectively )，no information is available regarding the total 

number of denominations and independent organizations incor

porated on a prefectural level. In particular, there is no infor

mation as to how many failed to submit reports. Fortunately 

the number is not large, but, unfortunately, there is one 

omission that could not escape notice.

Soka Gakkaド，a well-known modern Buddhist movetrenc of 

the Nichiren tradition having a nation-wiae organization with 

perhaps four or even five million adherents, is incorporated 

with the Tokyo Metropolitan Government and not with the 

Ministry of Education. Consequently, like Shin-shu Kibe-ha^, 

( see p. 44 ), for example, its does not appear in the Ministry’s

創 価 学 会 b .哀-宗木辺派
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list of denominations and its statistics are not included in tables 

V II— IX, but unlike Kibe-ha, its local organizations are not in

corporated with the prefectural governments and so they do not 

submit reports to any local prefectural offices. Therefore, 

since the headquarters in Tokyo did not submit a statistical 

report to the Tokyo Metropolitan Government, Soka Gakkai 

statistics are not included in any of the Ministry’s statistical 

tables. This is a serious omission, whicn needs to be corrected 

if the statistical tables are to be in any sense complete.

Unincorporated Denominations

As has been noted, the Ministry’s list of denominations in

cludes only those that are incorporated under the Religious 

Juridical Persons Law with either the Ministry o£ Education 

or the local prefectures. Incorporation is not compulsory. 

Religious bodies are not obliged to incorporate unless they so 

desire. Unincorporated bodies are not, as is often alleged, 

registered in any way with the government. Consequently， 

unincorporated denominations, the number of which is unknown, 

do not appear in the Ministry’s lists, although the statistics 

for their constituent local organizations, if they are incorporated 

and submit reports, are included in the overall totals of tables 

IV ，V ，V I，and IX.

Two cases of denominations not incorporated with the 

Ministry will suffice to show what can happen in this regard. 

Shin-shu Kibe-ha—One case of this sort is that of Shin-shu 

Kibe-ha, a small, long-established sect of Jodo Shin Buddhism. 

For reasons of its own the sect is not incorporated with the

a. 浄土真
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Ministry of Education. Hence，its name does not appear in 

the Ministry’s list. As a matter of fact, it is not incorporated 

on a prefectural level either. However，because its affiliated 

temples are so incorporated the totals for the denomination are 

included in tables IV, V，V I，and IX  even though the denomi

nation itself is not in the Ministry’s list. ( Its name and 

statistics have been inserted in Table XL)

There appear to be no other long-established denominations 

like this*，hut there may be a few small and relatively un

known ones. Incorporation is simple，and the advantages of 

incorporation are considerable. It seems reasonable to suppose, 

therefore, that not many important Buddhist or Shinto organi

zations have been completely missed.

Some Christian denominations—A second case is a group of 

Christian churches and relatively small denominations. The 

reasons for their not incorporating need not concern us here. 

The Ministry’s 1961 year book lists only thirty-eight incorpo

rated Christian denominations, whereas the 1960 Christian 

Year Book lists eighty， irrespective of whether they are in

corporated. However，in addition to the thirty-eight incorpo

rated denominations, the Ministry reports 338 independent 

Christian churches (Table V III) and fifty-three denominationally- 

affiliated churches ( Table IX )  that are incorporated on a pre

fectural level. Since the total number of churches according 

to the Ministry?s year book is 5，752 and according to the i960

* Kenpon Hokke-shu 顕本法華宗 is an exception. Under government pressure 
it  was merged w ith  A ichiren-shu 日蓮宗 from  1941 to 1946, after which the 
head temple became independent under the form er sect name, but most of 
the subordinate temples appear to have remained w ith  Nichiren-shu.
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Christian Year Book is 5,696, it would appear that the Minis

try^ statistics for Christianity are probably as complete as 

is possible, although some correction is needed in certain 

cases regarding the number of adherents ( see p 49)

Counting Adherents

One of the greatest causes for discussion and misunderstand

ing in the field of religious statistics is the manner of count

ing adherents. Therefore, a brief explanation of some of the 

methods employed may be in order.

Generally speaking, Japanese religious bodies are not ex

clusive. It is not unusual, for example, for an individual to 

be counted as an adherent of more than one religious organi

zation, or even more than one religion. Consequently, accord

ing to the Ministry of Education, the total number of ad

herents of all religions in 1959 (133,811,316 ) exceeded by 

about forty million the total population of the country 

(93,419,000 ). In spite of the very obvious duplication，however, 

the totals do give some indication of the relative strength of 

different religions and denominations.

Buddhist Temples—Buddhist temples as a rule do not have any 

separate list of individual adherents. They count their con

stituencies in terms of households and arrive at an estimated 

number of individual believers by multiplying the number of 

households by 3.5 irrespective o£ the faith of the individuals 

concerned. Buddhism in Japan is primarily a religion of the 

family. The faith of the individual members is another matter.

Christianity—Christianity also has considerable variety in its

— 46 —
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methods of calculation, even though it has a membership sys

tem. The Catholic Church includes under “ Catholic popula

tion ” all baptized Catholics, regardless of age. Protestant 

churches ordinarily count only the baptized of a certain age, 

usually in the early teens or above, but some also include 

baptized children.

New religrious movements— Modern religious movements, often 

referred to as “ new religions,” may or may not have a mem

bership list. Some of the larger ones, such as Rissh5 KOsei 

K a i '  keep a very careful record of those who pay the small 

monthly dues and report the total as their constituency. Soka 

Gakkai reports only the number of households represented by 

their adherents.

Shinto shrines— Shinto shrines have a number of ways of 

reckoning their constituencies. Some consider the entire popu

lation of their parish as adherents and report this figure. 

Shrines without geographically limited parishes may count the 

number of charms distributed annually or the number of par

ticipants in some major activity, such as making contributions 

to a festival. Yasukuni Shrine6 counts all the members of 

the Bereaved Families Association [Nihon Izoku Kaic) as wor

shippers.

Need for Caution ： Some Misleading： Statistics

in view of what has been said already it will be apparent 

that there is need for caution in the use of published statistics. 

Two additional illustrations will make it clear that it is un-

立正S 成 会 b .靖 国 神 社 c. 日本遗族会
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wise simply to accept statistical reports at their face value 

without careful scrutiny.

Nishi Honganji adherents—According to the Ministry’s 1961 

Religions Year Book ( p. 4 7 1 ) the Nishi Honganji Sect ( Jodo 

Shin-shu Honganji -ha”  of Buddhism has only 2,015,872 

adherents. The fact is, however, that this is not the number 

of individuals, but the number of households. To the novice 

this is not at once apparent; but to those familiar with the 

situation it should be obvious, because the Higashi Honganji 

or the Otani Sect ( Shin-shu Otani-ha^), which is listed in the 

same column and should have about the same or, if anything, 

slightly fewer adherents, is reported as having 6,361,420.

Multiplying the above number of households by 3.5 we get 

a total of 7,049,682 adherents for Nishi Honganji, a total 

which corresponds very closely with what would be expected, 

and on investigation proves to be within a few thousand of a 

previously reported total.* As already noted, the responsibilty 

for this discrepancy lies with the sect headquarters, which 

submitted the report, and not with the compiler of the year 

book.

Whether any other sects have reported the number of house

holds, instead of the number of adherents, is not known. It 

would appear probable that some have, but a detailed investi

gation is beyond the scope of this survey. The point to be 

noted here is the need for caution in using statistical data, 

even though it appears to be official.

• 浄土真宗本願寺派 b. 真宗大谷派
The total as of December 31,1953, was 7,060,801 according to the Minis

try of Education 1955 Shukyo Nenkan 宗教年濫 (Religions Year Book),
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The Anglican Episcopal Church and The United Church of Christ 

in Japan—A  discrepancy of a somewhat different nature is to 

be noted in regard to the Christian statistics. According to 

the Ministry’s 1961 Religions Year Book ( p. 482 )，the member

ship of the Anglican Episcopal Church and the United Church 

of Christ in Japan，is 33，297 and 138，052，respectively, whereas 

the 1960 Christian Year Book本、p. 313 ) gives the total as 41，084 

and 180,458, respectively. Here again，the responsibility lies 

with the denominational headquarters that give the Ministry a 

subtotal of active members and not the total enrolled member

ship.

The point is not significant as far as the organizations them

selves are concerned. It apparently makes no difference to 

them or they would report the larger numbers. The discrepancy 

of 60,000 is important only as it affects the total for the Pro

testant Christian movement, on the one hand, and when it is 

used for purposes of comparison，either within or outside the 

the Christian movement，on the other, since it is well-known 

that many other denominations—Buddhist，Christian, Shinto and 

others一 report their full number of adherents, nominal and 

active, comparisons are invalid unless in all cases either the 

largest total membership is used or unless the statistics of 

other denominations are adjusted, either on the basis of avail

able reports or，if necessary, on the basis of estimates. In any 

event, the need for caution in the use of statistical imforma- 

tion should be clear.

The M in is try 's  statistics are as o f December 31，1959 whereas the statistics 
fo r the United Church o f C hrist appear to be fo r M arch 31，1969 so an 
exact comparison is not possible.
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Order

Aside from abridgment, the only major change made in most 

of the tables is to arrange the lists in alphabetical order, 

( The Ministry lists are said to be in order of incorporation.)

Classification

In order to publish this material in the current year and 

before new statistical reports appear, the denominational clas

sification of the Ministry has been adopted even though there 

may be some differences of opinion on this subject. The 

question is an involved one but, until there is an opportunity 

for a thorough presentation of the problem, it seems best to 

retain the Ministry’s classification.

Supplementary Data

To supplement the Ministry’s 1959 data, previous year books 

of the Ministry and other sources have been consulted and the 

relevant figures inserted in the tables in parentheses. To com

pensate for the discrepancies noted above, certain additions or 

changes have been made, which are explained in appropriately- 

placed footnotes. At the bottom of each column in the tables 

for the several religions，in addition to a first total, which 

agrees in each case with a corresponding total of the tables 

based on the 1961 Religions Year Book, totals are given for 

the supplementary data and a grand total is finally given 

which is as accurate a figure for the area concerned as it is 

possible to make at this time on the basis of available data.
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Postwar Increase in the Number of Denominations, 1945-1951

This completes our general introduction to the tables except 

for some comment on the great variation in the number of 

denominations before，during, and since 1945.

Prior to World War II it was customary to speak of the 

thirteen sects and fifty-six subsects of Buddhism, the thirteen 

sects of Sectarian Shinto，and some thirty-four or more Chris

tian denominations. W ith the enforcement of the Religious 

Organizations Law of 1939，government pressure caused a re

duction of the then approximately one hundred denominations 

belonging to the three faiths to forty-three. At the end of 

hostilities in August, 1945， twenty-eight sects of Buddhism, 

thirteen sects of Sectarian Shinto，and two Christian denomi

nations, one Catholic and one Protestant，were officially re

cognized by the Japanese Government. ( Shrine Shinto, being 

a state cult, was not officially regarded as a religion.)

W ith the establishment of religious freedom and the pro

mulgation of the Religious Corporations Ordinance on Decem

ber 28，1945，however, there was a sudden proliferation of 

religious organizations, quite beyond the prewar total，so that 

in 1951 the number of nationally incorporated denominations 

was 742 ( Table II ). Then，when the Religious Corporations 

Ordinance was replaced by the Religious Juridical Persons Law 

of 1951，the number was suddenly reduced by approximately 

four hundred，so that today there are 380 denominations in

corporated with the Ministry.

丁he reasons for the sudden increase following the establish

ment of religious freedom in the fall of 1945 are too com
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plicated to discuss here. Suffice it to say that, on the one 

hand, there was a wave of secessions from the established 

sects, while, on the other hand, there emerged a large number 

of new, or relatively new so-callecl “ new religions ”，some of 

which were genuine and some spurious. Among the genuine 

groups some were definitely in the tradition of Buddhism, 

Shinto or Christianity, while others were not.

Needless to say, the attraction of incorporation for the spuri

ous organizations was tax exemption; and the main reason 

for the incorporation of spurious bodies was the confused times 

and the very loose procedures for incorporation then in effect 

in connection with the Religious Corporations Ordinance, which 

provided for incorporation simply by registration.

The Religious Juridical Persons Law of 1951 corrected many 

of the defects of the Ordinance, and as a consequence the

TABLE II

Annual Increase in the Number of Denominations

Incorporated under the 

Religious Corporations Ordinance

Year Shinto Buddhism Christianity Others Total

1945 14 28 2 一 44

1946 59 51 10 8 128

1947 24 21 1 6 52

1948 34 26 8 21 89

1949 43 38 11 30 122

1950 62 56 9 59 186

1951 22
-

40 5 54 121

total 258 260 46 178 742

Note ： This table is found on pages 234—5 of the 1957 Religions Year
Book,
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number of incorporated bodies decreased greatly in 1952.

Table II gives the number of officially recognized religious 

organizations in December, 1945，and the annual increase in 

the number of religious bodies incorporated with the Ministry 

of Education during the period when the Religious Corpora

tions Ordinance was in effect.

Number of Incorporated Denominations since 1951

Table III  gives the annual increase in the number of in

corporated religious organizations under the Religious Juridical 

Persons Law of 1951. Here it will be noted that only 351 of 

the 742 bodies incorporated in 1951 were re-incorporated in 

1952 under the new law. In other words, only 138 of the 

258 incorporated Shinto denominations,153 of the 260 in

corporated Buddhist denominations, and 32 of the 46 incorpo

rated Christian denominations were re-incorporated. This was 

a total reduction of 391，of which 120 were classified as Shinto, 

107 as Buddhist,14 as Christian，and 150 unclassified. How 

many of these 391 denominations re-incorporated in their re

spective prefectures is not known. Undoubtedly some did，but 

a large number certainly went completely out of business as 

religious bodies.

Thirty-three denominations have been incorporated with the 

Ministry in the past decade，of which twenty-two were the 

result of secessions. ( Fifteen of these secessions took place 

in connection with re-incorporation in 1952，一 not a large num

ber in comparison with what had occurred in the previous 

five years.) But it must not be thought that this necessarily 

represents the total number of secessions or of newly incorpor-

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
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rated religious bodies. This figure can only be arrived at after 

a careful study of the statistics of the forty-six prefectures.

TABLE III

The Number of Denominations Re-incorporated in 1952 

and the Annual Increase in the Number of 

Incorporated Denominations (1952—1961)

under the Religious Juridical Persons Law of 1951*

Year Shinto Buddhism Christianity Others Total

：Re-incorporated 138 153 32 28 351

1952 3 11 3 — 17

1953 1 3 1 — 5

1954 一 3 一 — 3

1955 一 - — 1 1

1956 一 — — •~- —

1957 一 2 1 3

1958 1 — — — 1

1959 — — —— — —

1960 1 — — 1 2

1961 1 -- — — 1

Total 145 170 38 31 384

Di-solved^ 4 4

Total 145 166 38 31 380

* The editor is indebted to the Religious A ffa irs  Section of the M in is try  
of Education fo r a revision o f this table which o rg ina lly  appeared on 

pages 234— 5 of the 19o/ Religions Year Book,

料 Fou r Buddhist sects Qsee footnote to Table X )  merged w ith  existing 
organizations and’ therefore, were dissolved as religious juridical persons: 
three in  1958 and one in  1961. (see p. 67.)
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PART I
OVERALL STATISTICS

(as of December 31；1959)

Introduction

The Japanese are often said to be “ not a very religious 

people,” and many learned arguments have been advanced to 

support this thesis. However, 11 the number of religious in

stitutions and religious workers maintained by the Japanese 

people is any criterion at all in this matter, the statistics would 

tend to prove otherwise.

In this nation of some 91 million people there are nearly 

352，000* religious workers connected with some 228?o00 shrines, 

temples，and churches, most of which are organized into 4301* 

clenornirxations that report 144 million adherents. Obviously 

many people are regarded as aanerents of two or more reli

gious organizations. Not including thirty thousand small way- 

siae shrines, more or less，there is one shrine, temple or church 

for approximately every 400 people and one religious worker 

for every 270.

Most of the religious organizations are affiliated with de

nominations incorporated with the Ministry of Education, but 

some denominations are incorporated with their local prefec

tural goverments. According to the 1961 Religions Year Book, 

380 denominations, having some 215,000 affiliated shrines, 

temples，churches, etc.，with 334,000 religious workers and

*  The figures in  the text are generally given in round numbers. F or the 
“ exact figures，，，see the relevant statistical tables, f  see p. 57.
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117,5 million adherents (Table V I I)，are incorporated with the 

Ministry of Education, while some 3,400 shrines, temple and 

churches etc., with 13,779 religious workers and 16.4 million 

adherents are incorporated with local prefectures ( tables V III 

and IX  '). Thus, a very large majority of religious organiza

tions (96% ), workers (98% ) ，and adherents (70%) are covered 

in the Ministry’s report.

The distribution of denominations, local organizations, re

ligious workers, and adherents of the major religious groups in 

Japan is given in tables IV一 IX.

Overall Statistics for Religions in Japan

Table IV  ( Incorporated Denominations, Local Organizations, 

Religious Workers, and Adherents ) is the most comprehensive 

of the tables. The column totals and the figures in each 

column of i able IV  ( except Column 1，）are the aggregates of 

the respective figures in tables V to IX  ; or, to put it another 

way, tables V一 IX  are breakdowns of the figures in columns 

2，3，and 4 or fable IV. The figures in parentheses at the 

bottom of the columns in Table IV  are for the organizations 

that did not report for 1959, and to correct discrepancies in

reported figures.
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TABLE IV

Incorporated Denominations, Local Organizations, 

Religious Workers，and Adherents^

Denominations Local
Organizations

167 91?498

38 5,752
144 116,594

31 4,568

Buddhism 

Christianity 

Shinto 

Others

TotaP* 380 218,412 347,807 133,811,316

Supplementary datat^^ ⑶ ，_  (彳 則 例 ぬ 獅 )

Religious
Workers

126,928

13,003

195,031

12,845

Grand total 430 228,521 351,888

Adherents

50,977,815 

641,362 

78，155,275 

4,036,864

144,236,955

Note : Tables IV  to V I are based on a table at the top o f page 368— 9 of 
the 1961 Religions Year Book.

Colum n I  gives the to ta l number o f denominations incorporated w ith  the 
M in is try  o f Education, irrespective of whether they did or d id not subm it 
statistical reports. For the number that did not report see Table I. 
Column 2 includes both the local organizations affiliated w ith  incorporated 
denoniiiia tions reporting  to the A-Iinislry cind denominations and local o r
ganizations incorporated on a prefectural level. Columns 3 and 4 ie q u iie  
no explanation.
The Buddhist figures do not include the statistics fo r Soka Gakkai or the 
corrections fo r N ish i Honganji (Tab le  X ) . The Christian figures do not 
include the corrected membership figures fo r the Anglican Episcopal 
Church and the United Church of C hris t in  Japan (Tab le  X II ) .  The 
estimated number of adherents fo r the fifty -e igh t denominations that clicl 
not report in  1959 are lacking in  all fo u r groups. The above figures have 
been included in  the supplementary data at the bottom  of the columns. 
F or details see the respective tables fo r each relig ious group.
F or a breakdown of the figures in  parentheses see the explanations and 
corresponding figures in  tables X，X I I，X V ，X \ I H  and X IX .
Three of these denominations are Buddhist (see Table X )  and 47 are 
C hristian  (see p. 79)
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Local Religious Organizations

Table V is a breakdown of the figures in Column 2 of Table 

IV  into the various types of local organizations, irrespective 

of whether they are incorporated.

TABLE V

Local Organizations

Shrines, Temples, Churches, Propaganda Centers

Shrines Temples Churches Propaganda Centers Totals

B uddh ism 4 75,337 5,415 10,742 91,498
Christianity — — 3,937 1,815 5,752

Shinto 80,664 4 24,481 11,445 116,594
Others 6 5 1,111 3,446 4,568

Total 80,674 75,346 34,944 27,448 218,412

Religious Workers

Table V I is a breakdown according to sex of the religious, 

workers given in Column 3 of Table IV.

TABLE VI 

Religious Workers

Men Women Total

Buddhism 107,192 19,736 126,928

Christianity 6,379 6,624 13,003

Shinto 110,875 84,156 195,031
Others 7,776 5,069 12,845

Total 232,222 115,585 347,807

No Breakdown of Statistics for Adherents

Although some organizations give information regarding the 

sex of the adherents and some report the number of children，
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the information is not complete enough to give a breakdown 

of the figures for all the adherents in Column 4 of Table IV.

Additional information regarding the four major religious 

groups is given later in connection with their respective 

statistics.

Denominations Incorporated with the Ministry of Education

TABLE VII

Local Organizations, Religious Workers, and Adherents
affiliated w ith  Denominations Incorporated w ith  

the M in is try  o f Education

Denominations Local
Organizations

Religious
Workers

Adherents

Buddhism 167 89,897 122,157 47,275,922

Christianity 38 5,361 11,784 605,996

Shinto 144 115,327 189,925 65,846,662

Others 31 4,413 10,162 3,685,325

Total 380 . 214,998 334,028 117,413,905

Note : Table V I I  is based on a tabie at the bottom  of pages 368一9 of the
1961 Religions Year Book.

Independent Religious Organizations Incorporated with Local 

Prefectures

TABLE VIII

Independent Local Organizations,
Religious Workers, and Adherents

Incorporated w ith  Local Prefectures

Independent* Local
Organizations Religions Workers

1,265 3,623
338 1,200

1,113 4,155

114 2,613

Buddhism 
Christianity 

Shinto 
Others 

Total 

Note

Adherents

3,547,194

34,577

12,016,764

345,692

15,944,2272,860 11,591

Table V I I I  is based on a table at the top of pages 370— 1 of the ly b l 
Relig'.ons Year Book.
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Denominationally-affiliated Local Organizations Incorporated 

with Local Prefectures

TABLE IX

Local Organizations, Religious Workers, and Adherents

a伍liated w ith  Denominations not Incorporated w ith  the M in is try

Local Organizations Religions Workers Adherents

Buddhism 336 1,148 154,699

Christianity 53 19 789

Shinto 154 951 291,849

Others 11 70 5,847

Total 554 2,188 453,184

N o te : Table IX  is based on a table at the bottom  of pages 370— 1 of the 
1961 Religions Year Book.

These denominations may or may not be incorporated on a 

prefectural level.

As has been noted already, the sums of the totals in tables 

V II，V III and IX  equal the totals in the respective columns 

of Table IV.
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PART II

BUDDHISM，CHRISTIANITY, SHINTO 

AND OTHER RELIGIONS

BUDDHISM 

Overall Buddhist Statistics

Japan is said to be a Buddhist country, and this is born out 

by the following statistical tables.

There are 76,200 temples, 13,600 churches, 11,000 propaganda 

centers, and 4 shrines, or a total of 100,900 local Buddhist 

organizations and approximately 61 million Buddhist adherents 

in the country. In other words, sixty-four percent of the total 

population is regarded as at least nominally Buddhist.

The 100，900 temples, churches，etc., are served by 129,100 re

ligious workers ( 108,700 men，20，400 women ).

170 Buddhist Sects- Most of the temples, churches and pro

paganda centers are affiliated with 170 Buddhist sects. However， 

S44 temples and 321 churches, having 36,000 religious workers 

and 3，547，000 adherents, are independent. ( A  few temples and 

churches are affiliated with small sects that are incorporated 

with local prefectures, but the number of such sects is not 

known

In view of the fact that formerly there were only fifty-six

* I t  is not unusual to find Shinto shrines w ith in  Buddhist temple com
pounds. There are probably several thousand of them throughout the
country. W hy these fou r are especially listed is not known.
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recognized sects of Buddhism, it will come as no surprised to 

those somewhat familiar with the situation that a large ma

jority of the 170 sects are, as fa r  as Japanese Buddhist sects 

are concerned^ relatively small. More than one hundred have 

less than one hundred thousand adherents and some thirty-five 

have less than one thousand.

The ten largest sects, which have more than a million ad

herents each，account for a total of forty million，or sixty 

percent of the total number of adherents ; while，nearly fifty 

million, or eighty percent, belong to twenty-six sects which 

each have more than five hundred thousand adherents.

Thus, while the strength of the great sectarian systems no 

doubt has been somewhat dissipated by secessions subsequent 

to the establishment of religious freedom，and a few of them 

are only shadows of their former strength, it is evident that 

most of the great Buddhist sects retain a hold on a large 

majority of their former local temples and churches.

Sects，Sub-sects，and Schools

The statistical tables for Buddhism are relatively easy to 

understand, if studied in conjunction with the comments made 

above on pages 42— 8. The only additional comment needed 

concerns the use of the terms “sects，” “sub-sects，，，and “schools”.

Prior to 1945 it was customary to speak of the “ thirteen 

sects and fifty-six subsects ” oi Japanese Buddhism, but this 

was misleading. Except for HossS '，Ji6，Kegon:，Ritsu-% and 

Yuzu iNenbutsu^, all relatively small sects, the so-called tmrteen 

sects '' of Buddhism were in reality “ schools ” of Buddhist 

^ に 法 相 た 時 へ 華 厳 d、律 e. 融通念仏
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thought or doctrine rather than sects in the sense of being 

organized sectarian bodies.

For example，instead of speaking of the “ ZenG Sect,” as is 

very frequently done，it is more correct to speak of ZenJism 

or simply 厶en Buddhism, because there are more than sixteen 

Zen sects in Japan ! There are, in fact, three main historical 

divisions of Zen? two of which， Soto6 and Obakuc, are sects 

in the sense of being organized denominations, and Rinzaiゴ， 

which is a school of Aen Buddhism consisting historically of 

fourteen head and their subordinate temples organized as sects. In 

the case of Jodo", Jodo Shin,,，Nichiren^, Shingon"，and Tendai' 

these also are schools but, except for Jodo Shin, all include 

organized sects which use the names of the schools as their 

sect names. For example，Nichiren Buddhism in prewar years 

consisted of nine sects，while today it consists of forty-one, 

one of which is the Nichiren Sect. There are at least seven

teen Shin sects.

Thus，the term subsect ” is misleading because it implies 

a relationship which in reality does not exist. The former 

fifty-six subsects ” were all independent sectarian organiza

tions with only a common tradition to omd them together. 

( For the benefit of those interested，in Table X I a star * has 

been placed before the former fifty-six sects，but they are not 

necessarily more important than some not so designated.)

Traditional Schools of Buddhism

W ith this introduction let us now turn our attention to

Table X ( Traditional Schools of Buddhism ). In Table X the

a . 禅 b . 普 洞 c . 黄 檗 d. 臨 済 ム 浄 土  f . 浄土真ぎ . 日蓮ん真言  

i- 天台
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thirteen traditional schools of Buddhism are arranged in alpha

betical order，except that the three sects of Nara Buddhism 

and the three of Zen Buddhism have each been grouped to

gether.

In Table X it may be noted that，except for the number of 

sects given in the first column, the three figures in black type 

in line ⑴  correspond to the Buddhist figures in Table VII, 

which covers 167 sects incorporated with the Ministry，those 

in lines (2)，and (3) correspond to the Buddhist figures in tables 

V III and 1A? respectively, and those in line (4) correspond to 

the Buddhist figures in Table IV.

Finally, supplementary figures have been added for nineteen 

of the twenty Buddhist sects that did not submit reports to the 

Ministry and Soka Gakkaia, and a figure to compensate for 

the discrepancy in the number of Nishi Honganjiろ adherents 

( see p. 48 ).

As was surmised in the introduction，the totals for the sects 

noし reporting was not impressive.* These twenty sects ap

parently have less than two percent of the total number of 

Buddhist local organizations, religious workers，and adherents. 

Consequently, their failure to report did not seriously affect the 

tcxa!s as given in the Ministry of Education’s year book. The 

onl》 noteworthy discrepancies were caused, on the one hand, 

by the Nishi Honganji，s reporting households instead of ad- 

heients, and，on the other hand，by Soka Gakkai’s failure to 

submit a report. These discrepancies have been corrected in

STATISTICAL SURVEY

. 創篮 学 会 b. 西本願寺

iNmeteen of the tw enty sects which did not report had a total o f 912,231 
adherents, according to reports fo r previous years.
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the supplementary data. ( Because some or all of the affiliated 

temples of Kibe-ha (No. 23 ) and Kenpon Jtiokke-shu ( No. 59 ) 

are probably included among the temples that reported to the 

local prefectures, they have not been included in supplementary 

data totals.

Buddhists Sects

As complete a list of Buddhist sects as is available is given 

in Table X I ( Buddhist Sects )，in which, as far as possible, 

the prewar fifty-six sects have been grouped alphabetically 

under the traditional thirteen schools of Buddhism, with both 

the newer postwar sects formed by secession and the newer 

postwar movements, including some so-called new religions, 

grouped under their respective traditional heritage or relation

ship.

There are only two sects that do not fall within the above 

categories. These are to be found at the end of the list.

The sectarian relationships in Table X I are based on an 

English publication, Religions in Japan, published in March, 

1959, by the Religious Affairs Section, Research Bureau, 

Ministry of Education.



TABLE X

TRADITIONAL DIVISIONS OF BUDDHISM
(as of December 31,1959)

… .......- ■ ; - …- - - -
Schools o f Buddhism Sects Local O rganiza'ions Religious Workers

Temples1 Ch rches Propagan
da centcrs Tota l M en W omen Tota l Adherents

Ji 1 409 3 ---- 412 442 2 444 105:891

Jodo 11 8,283
(17) 222 1

(2 )
8,506

(19) 8,573 830 9,403 4,363?312
(2,400^

Jodo Shin 17 21,706
(206)

482
⑷

215
(31)

22,403
(241)

35,477 
。‘110)

3,807
⑶

39,284
(413)

9，073，100
(40,613)

N ara sects 
Hosso 
Kegon 
R itsu

4
1
1

77
(53)
(24)

37
(24)
(13)

173
(81)

287
(158)
(37)

451
(174)
(39 )

263
(329)

(26)

714
(503)

(65)

191,887
(57,620)
〔11叫

Nichiren 41 5,795
(22)

1,178
(35 )

3,250
(96)

10,223
(153)

11,406
(95)

3,54(3
(50)

14,952
(145)

10,663,413
(143,169)

Shingon 49 12,242
(162)

2,097
(119)

3,938
(49)

18,277
(330)

18，164 
(506)

3,862
(149)

22,026
(655)

10,057,814
(572,307)

Tendai 19 4,418
(5 )

846
(21)

662 5;930f 9,007
(115)

3,61(5
(100)

12,623
(215)

2,347,204
(10,472)

Y uza Nenbutsu 1 3G0 2 —— 362 320 11 3:31 101,114

Zen sects 
Obaku 
R in zu

1
18

479
5,228

1
29

1
65

48.1
5,322

-115
4,705

34
544

449
5,249

162,076
2,999,220
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Sot5 4 15,140
(639)

1

74,138

6
(4)

110

1
(83)

15,M7 
(726)

14,618
(571)

1，527 16,145
(600)

6,816,715
(111,022)

j  389,176Unclassified j 2 2,436 2,547 340 197 537

172,157( 1 ) lo la l incorporalecl w ith  the (16 7 )** 

(C f. Buddhist figures in Table V I I )
5,013 10,742 89,897 卞103,918 18,239 47,275,922

T o ta l Incorporated w ith  local pre 
fectures
(2 ) Independent temoles and 

churcli^s
(C f. Buddhist figures in  Tab le  V I I I )

944 321 1,265 2,636 987 3,623

1,1^8

3,5-17,194

(3 ) D enom inationally affiliated 
temples and churches 

(C f. Buddhist figures in  Tab le  IX )
255 81 336 638 510 154,699

(4 ) Tota l reporled by the M /E d . 
(C f. Buddhist figures in  Table IV )

75，337 5,415 91,498; 

(1 ，48 ,)

(8,000)

107,192

(1,510)

19,736 126,928 50,977,815

Supplementary data not reported 
in  1959
C orrection fo r  N ish i Honganji 
adherents (See. p. 48)
C orrection fo r  Soka G akka i***

(See p. 43)

(923) (220)

(8,000)

(342) (686) (2,196) (912,211)

(5,033,810)

(4,030,000)

Grand T o ta l 170J 76,260 13，635 11,084 100,9331' 103,702 20,422 129,124 60,923,855

Note : In  tables X  to X V I I I  the figures in  parentheses are fo r previous years fo r the sects which did not report 
the ir 1959 statistics. F o r the dates o f the staiisties, see the tables lis ting  the sects by name.

*  The statistics in  lines ( 1 ) to (4) correspond to the respective statistics in  tables on pp. 368—71 of the 1961 
Religions Year Book.

卞 These totals include 4 Shinto shrines not noted in the columns for local organizations.

** This is not a true total. It is inserted in parentheses in order to correspond to the rest ot the Buddhist figures in

J Th is  figure corresponds to the num ber o f Buddhist sects in  Table X I, as explained in  a footnote on page 6P.
* * *  A ccord ing io the Seikyf) Shinbun 教新聞，official newspaper o f the organization, Soka Gakkai has 2.2 m illicn  

households represented on its lis t of adherents. I f  th is is m u ltip lied  by 3 .5 〔see p. 48) the total num ber o f in- 
diviclual members would be nearly eight m illion , a figure that is recognized as being too high. I  herefore, the 
figure of four m illio n  lias been a rb itra rily  adopted as a reasonable approxim ation o f the num ber o f Soka Gakkai 
adherents.
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TABLE XI

Local Organizations ! Relig ious W orkers

Name Temples Churches
Propagan
da centers Tota l Men Women Tota l Adherents

H OSS0 SECTS

☆ 1  Hossd-shu (5 2 )** 38 10 147 195 265 127 392 42,609
2 Fudo-shu (162) 10 19 — 29 141 93 234 134,327
3 M yoho-shu (163) 5 8 26 39 24 32 56 4,450
4 Shotoku-shu (161) 24 — ■~ ■ 24 21 11 32 10,501

JI SECTS
☆  5 Ji-shu (50) 409 3 — 412 442 2 444 105,891

JODO  SECTS  

☆  6 Jddo-shu (16) 4.528 150 4,678 4,742 396 5,138 2,880,639
7 Jodo-shu Ilon -pa  (15) 2,478 14 — 2,492 2,595 198 2,793 825,720
8 Jodo-shu Shasei-ha (108) 7 — — 7 7 2 9 4,350
9 K u ro tan i Jodo-shu (107) 59 1 — 60 85 1 86 398,300

☆10 Jodo-shu Seizan Zenrinji-ha (110) 371 12 — 383 392 72 464 146,040
☆11 Jddo-shu Seizan Fukakusa-ha (17) 196 39 — 235 186 59 245 11,761

12 Fukakusa Jodo-shu (112) 24 — — 24 26 — 26 6,200
13 Jodo-shu Fukakusa Kyodan(113) 7 — — 7 9 — 9 3,485

BUDDHIST SECTS*

(as of December 31，1959)
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14 lorlo-shu Seizan M :m da ra ji-ha ***
. ( H I )

15 了6〔lo 'sh ti vShinri Kvoka i (115)
" ( 1955) t  

☆16 Seizan Jddo-shil(109)

34

(17)

579

1

5

1

⑶

36

(19)

5 8 4 丨
l

15

516

27

75

42

591

15,177

(2,400)

71,640

JODO S H IN  SECTS 
六17 Jodo-Shin-shh llonganji-ha (36) 10,410 4 175

1

10;589 丨 18/476 2,531 21,007 2，015，872t
18 Bukkyo Shin-shu (131) 3 — — ： 5 3 8 2,500

Shin-shu Bukkoji-ha (37) 369 12 — 381 I 440 9 449 187,908
20 Jodo Shinjin-shu Jokoji-ha (129) 30 4 — 34 ； 48 12 60 168，766

☆21 Shin-shu Izumoji-ha (41) 
. — . . .  ..

65 1 3 69 , 105 — 106 24,901

Note : T h is  table is based on tables on page 468— 480 of the 1961 Religions Year Book.

* The M in is try  of Education reported 170 Buddhist sects as o f December 31,1959. However, because three 
of them (Jodo-shu Seizan M ikawa-ha (]1 4 ), j6clo-shG Seizan Fukakusa Sho-ha (116), Jodo-shu Seizan Fuka
kusa Hon-pa (117)，had been dissolved as ju rid ica l persons and merged w ith  other organizations (see Tab le  
I I I ) ，no statistical reports were received. Consequently, the actual number of active sects incorporated w ith  
the M in is try  was 167. Three sects not listed by the M in is try  have been added : No. 44-Kenpon Hokke-shti 
and No. 23 Shin-shu Kibe-ha, which are unincorporated denom inations，and No. 73 Soka Gakkai.

* *  The numbers before the sect names are fo r convenience in  Indexing. The numbers in  parentheses a fter 
the sect names indicate the order in  the M in is try  o f Education's 1961 Religions Year Book. T he  star ☆  
before a sect name in  italics indicates that it  was one o f the fo rm er u fifty -s ix  sub-sects” .

* * *  T h is  sect was dissolved as a relig ious ju rid ica l person in  1961 Qsee Table I I I  p. 54.)
|  The dates in  parentheses indicate the year of the statistics.

J Th is  is the number o f households, See Table X  and p. 48.



T-ahlc X I (C on liuucd )

Name

；22 Shin-shft Jdshdji-ha (42)
；23 Shin-shu Kibe-ha^

1 SJiin-shu Kdshv-ha (35)
25 M onto-shu Ichiixii-ha (128)

☆26 Shin-shu Otani-ha (34)
27 Joclo-Shin-shu Do bo Kyoclan (127)
28 Shin-shu Chosei-ha (126) (1958)
29 Shin-shu Jokoji-Ka (125)

Temple

5 9 丨 

(205) 
528

! 9,502 ；
i !  r  
i! 5 ! 

j' ⑴1 
14

☆30 Shin-shu Sanmonto-ha (39)
☆31 Shin-shu Takada-ha (38)

32 Shin 'shfl K ita  Honganji-ha (130)
☆33 Shin-s.hu Yamamoto-ha (40)

K E G O N  SECTS 
☆34 Kegon-shu (53) (1956)

N IC H IR E N  SECTS 
☆35 Hokke-shti Honmon-ryli (45)

36 Honm on Butsuryu-shu (14G)
37 N ichiren-shugi Butsuryu-ko ( 1 4 7 )丨丨
38 Zaike N ichiren-shu Jofu Ka i (148)
39 H onm on Hokke-shu (149)

45
640 ；

5 ! 
28 |
一—丨 

(53)'

354
229

103



Churches Pron^saa 
da centers ! Tota l I Men W omen Tota l Adherents

— 17 76 ! 63 — 63 i 1(5,157
一— — (205) : — — (400) (40,250)
27 — 555 ! 730 34 764 157,160
一 — 3 I 6

； 1 7 I 2,350

428 — 9,930 | 14,738 1,193 15,931 6,3(51,420
丨 2 1 8 丨 8 8 16 U)5(5

(4 ) (31) (36) : ( 1 0 ) ⑶ (13) (363)
—

14
17 3 20 10,700

9 8 55 57 — 57 12,850
— 8 648 736 2 738 92,821
2 — 7 11 4 15 j 9,074

— 3 31 36 7 43 i 9,565

(24) (81) (158) ( 例 ) (329) (503)

1
1
j (57，620)

158 一 512 535 108 643 342,570
20 — 249 S 652 | 5 657 483,596

1 7 8 ! 10 — 10 1,889
11 11 22 86 ! 1 87 16,090
34 — 叫 222 | 89 311

1
271,993



AO I Ton-pa Nichiren-shu (150) 19
| 一

41 Honmon KyO’G'shfi (151) 9 7

42 Nichiien IIokkc*shu (143) 5 A

六们 I Iolike-shu Jinmon-ryu (46) 172 9

☆44 I lokkc-sliu Shinmon-ryu (47) 138 17

☆45 Nichircn Kdmon-shii (49) 3 2

Roiyukai Kyodan (155) — 3

47 Bussho Goncn-kai Kyodan (154) — 3

48 Daie-kai Kyodan (160)(1955) — (12；

49 Hosshi-kai KyOdan (156) — 1

50 MyQchi-kai KyOdan (152) 一 4

51 Myodo-kai KyOdan (157) — 2

52 Rissho Kfis i Kai (153) — 78

53 Seigi-lcai KyOdan (158) 一 1

54 Shishin Kai (159) — 12

六55 Nichiren-shu (43) 4,413 -•142

56 DaijO-kyO (132) 一 47

57 H okkc Nichiren-shQ (141) — 一

58 Honge N ichiren-shu Ql44) 2 1

59 Hokke Shin-shu (140) 7 6

☆60 Kenpon Hokke-shu** (214) —

61 Kokucliu Kai (134) - 60

62 Iion^c MyO-.shu Renmei (136X1955)| ⑶ —

* Sliin-shu Ivibc ba is not an incorporated dcnumination.



— 19 28 6 34 3,800

* 8 17 13 1 12 11,367

13 22 20 15 35 9,900

1 182 240 2 4 6丨 137,300

21 179 237 92
. • 3291

51,662

3 8 7
10 1

13,313

一 3 621 331 952 3,737,577

1,061 1,064 924 1,0(>1 1,985 527,脱

(85) (.97) (36) (27) (63) (27,021)

460
I_____________

仙 | 99
i

1(55 264 112,856

82 86 (U 23 84 435,853

339 341 111 184 295 151,372

一 78 437 437 874 1,415,663

47 48 26 34 60 24,119

88 100 39 25 04 28,489

313 5,168 6,191 276 6,467 1,395,300

495 f;42 113 14 127 812^45

— 3 3 1 4 302

9 22 34 29 63 1,057

— (21.1) (180)
_

(18の Cioo.txx))

— 60 1 i 1 1 4 丨 11,328

(9) (12): ( i ) - (4)1 (31«)
1 .. 1一  .................... — 1 - -

See p. 4 4 Uni ncor por ai ^d
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Table X I (C ontinued)

I Namc
1 Temple Jchurches Propagan 

da centers

63 Sholjo Kai ( l* i5 ) — 2 47
M  Nakayama Myo-shu (133) (1955) (19) ( ぬ ) ⑶

☆ 65 Nichiren Hon-shu (138) 49 2 ——
66 N ich iren-kyo (139) 2 8 70
67 Nichiren-shu Saijo-kyo (170) 4 16 16
68 Nipponzan M yoho ji Daisanga (142) 86 72 1
69 Saijo Ina ri-kyo  (167) 4 100 150

70 Shobo Hokke-shu (145) 2 36
7'/71 Nichiren-shu Fu ju Fuse-ha (48) 14 3 2

j 72 Honge N ichiren-shu (137) 9 — 3
j Nichircn Shd'shil (44) 178 16

74 (Soka G akka i)* — (8,000) —

R IT S U  SECTS
☆75 Risshu (14) (1956) (24) (13) —

S H IN G O N  SECTS

7(3 Hasshu Kengaku Shinshu-kyo (169) 6 1 10
1 ^(77 Kdyasan Shingon-shu (4) 3,429 G22 2,731

78 F u d o -k y c l(8 >) '■ — 5 ——
79 Issai-shu (77) 3 4 41

1 い/) Nak.tyama Shingon. Sho-shO (71) 47 148 155

Incorporated w ith  Tokyo M etropo litan Government.



Tota

4

(4

5 
80 j 
36 i

156 i 
254 i

38 I

丄9 i 

12丨 

194 ： 
(8,000)

Men W omen To ta l I Adherents

51
(55)|

71
31
36

119
144

41
13
17

163

103 | 154 || 

C2::d (7 8 )；!

7G j! 
109 !| 
78 

227 

339

78
42

108
195

86

21

~r

(37) (39)； (26)

127
13
38

164

7,992
36,244 

1,300 
483,378 : 

(4,000,000)'

(6 5 )丨 | (11，878)

1 7 丨丨 

G,782 |

43 ] 
350 !i

18
4,291

7
63

238

7
149

8

85
457

25 25/100
4,440 3,850,507

15 3,900
148 1 136,020

G95 523,500

co
H
>
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81 Ryozenji ohmgon-shu (76) 4 9

82 Shigisan Shingon-shu (72) 11 46

83 Shin Bukkyo Kuka i-shu (84)(1955) (32) (14)

84 Shingon Birushana-vshu (81) 3 ~
85 Shingon M isshu (82) 5 20

86 Shingon-shu D aikaku ji-ha  (70) 405 —
87 Shingon-shu K o jin -ha  (97) 1 2

88 Shingon-shu Shugen-ha (100) 11 42

89 Shingon-shu Gochi Kyoclan (106) 9 —

90 Shingon-shu Inunaki-ha ^7o) 8 35
91 Shingon-shu Kokubun ji-ha  (95) 44 49
92 Shingon-shu Reiunji-ha (73) 34 —
93 Shingon-shu Sumadera-ha (74) 12 33

94 Shin Shingon-shu (83) (1955) (5 ) —
95 Ten-shu (168) 9 25
96 M an ji Kyodan (89) 12 98

☆97 Shingon Risshil (13) (1958) (83) ⑴

98 Shingon-shu (11) 189 45
99 Shingon-shu Kongo'in-ha (79) 6 30

☆  100 Shingon-shu Buzan-ha (5) 2,771 12
101 Shingi Shingon-shu (85) 230 2

102 Shingi Shingon-shu Yudonosan-ha 7 —

(88)



27 40 3 7 10 7,293
81 138 100 88 188 778,600

— (46) (31) (11) (42) (33,600)

— 3 4 2 6 4,435
13 38 4 19 23 107,650

— 405 473 41 514 301,170
31 34 23 25 48 174,500

131 184 116 190 306 64,173

— 9 8 — 8 2,200

48 91 78 129 207 15,372
115 423 495 918 95,515

— 34 73 5 78 12.500
— 45 88 f)2 150 51,200

— (5 ) (<>) (3 ) (9 ) (7,500)
35 69 108 140 248 36,400

300 410 186 265 451 125,700
— (84) (96) (9 ) (105) (101,350)

— 234 363 186 549 416,771
15 51 127 41 168 2,284

— 2,783 2,458 10 2,468 325,900

— 232 275 3 278 123,635
21 28 ： M 2 1G 18?300
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Tal)le X I (C ontinued)
.

Name 丨 T em p le  Clnrchcs.
Propagan
da centers

T ota l M en W omen Tota l Adherents

10；] Shingon Kyo 'an (87) 13 — 15 |
18

2 20 4,200

101 Sh ingon-shu D a in ic h i- h a (86 ) 19「)5 ⑶ ( i ) — ⑷ (7 ) (1 ) (8 ) (100,000)

☆ 105 Shingon-shu Chizan-ha (7 ) 2,792 62 — 2,854 丨 3.0 11 29 3,073 781如 4

☆ 106 Shingon-shu Daigo-ha (8 ) 888 416 — 1^04 3.381 907 4,288 | 753,896

107 G jdatsu Ka i (94 )* — 257 — 257 236 幻. 257 1 18.520

108 Shingon Shoten-shu (98) 2 1 — 3 6 4 10 3,500

109 Shingon-shu H okaku ji-ha  (99) 2 6 225 233 ： 189 78 267 43.285
110 Shin，nyo-en (96) 10 4 25 39 ! 78 103 181 123,760

☆ 111 Shingon-shu Omuro-ha (9 ) 786 18 ~ 804 864 28 892 208,200
112 Ishizuchizan Shingon-shu (102)(1956) (7 ) (70) (17) (94)| (102) (36) (138) (90,496),
113 Shingon Sanbo-shu (101) 6 — — 6 丨 29 — 29 136,729
114 Shingon-shu Kazan'in-ha (78) 3 18 3 24 31 3 34 <570
nr> Shingon-shu Kyushu Kyodan (104) 30 12 — 42 ' 39 33 72 7,474

116 Shingon-shu Sekiietsu-ha (105)(1955) (7 ) (30) (32) (69) (233) (87) (320) (222,814)

117 Shingon-shu Saikokuj -ha(103)(1955) (25) ⑶ - (28) (31) (2 ) (33) (16,547)

vArH 8 Shingoa-shu Sen'nynji ha (12) 40 — ~ 40 39 6 45 36,817

☆ 119 Shingon-shu Toji~ha (10) 263 20 283 304 27 331 105,274

☆ 120 Shingon-shii Yamashina-ha (6 ) 129 3.1 163 301 173 479 48,220
121 Guze Kannon-shu (92) 15 1 — 16 22 5 27 10，190
122 Kannon-shu (90) 2 6 6 14 25 12 37 468,000

* Th is  sect was fo rm erly  crilled Gedatsu I loon  Kaashu Ka i,



123 Kom yo Shin^on-si.u (91) — 12
124 Mcizan Shingon-shu C,リノ,） 5

—

T E N D A I SECTS
☆ 125 Tendai Jiynon-shu (2 ) 283 72

12G Ishizuclii-sh ii (67) 29 11
127 Kcnjo-shu (G8) 21 13

128 Kongo-shu (69) 4 5
129 Shugcndo (66) 25 54
130 Shugea- shu (65) 220 58

☆  131 Tendai Shinsci-shu (3 ) 411 5
132 Koclo Kyodan (164) — 75

☆  133 Tendai-shu (1 ) 3,286 279
134 Daiwa-shu (63) 1 —

135 Enjo-shu (58) 3 8

136 Jodo Shin-shu Kengyo^n-ha (54) 7 22

137 Kim busen Shugen Hon-shu (55) 57 116
138 Kokawa Kannon-shu (62) 5 —

139 Kuram ako-kyo (57) (1956) (5 ) (2 1 )

140 M yoken-shu (60) i 97

141 Nenpo Shin-kyo (56) 32 21

142 Ovvari K oyasan  (61) 9 78

143 Seizan-shu (64) 3 —

1-i-l W a-shu (59) i 21 7



18 30 ! 1 2 8 20 87,230

— 5 丨 5 2 7 13,800

79 434 917 74 991 25,370
12 52 丨 239 107 346 186,090

14 48 85 86 171 40,446

27 36 1 230 112 342 130，760

105 184 丨 277 292 569 97,750

11 293 91(3 .185 1,101 88,670

— 416 , 354 81 435 55.265

2,381 2,456 151 161 312 275,176

— 3,565 3J6G 421
_____ „

4,187 705,124
209 210 56 158 214 100,020

2 13 35 75 110 16,368

— 29 109 32 141 32,500
— 173 1,458 1,061 2,519 204,249

— 5 10 9 12 2,050

— (26) (115) (100) (215) (10,472)
132 230 ' 184 370 554 202,020
71 124 : 211 481 692 : 254,737
— 87 ； 94 . 4S 142 I 99，985
— 3 2

— 2 3,500

— 2S 64 31 95 102,300



Table X I (C ontinued)

Name Temple Churches Propa.i?an-| 丁ハf 
da cenlers； iOUU M en W omen Tola! 丨 Adherents

*1 4 5
y Oz u  n e n b u t s u

Yfizll Nenlmtstt-shu (51) 360 2 ■~ 362 320 11 331 101,114

☆  146
O B A K U -S H U  (Z E N  SEC TS) 
Obaku-shil (33) 479 1 1 481 415 34 449 162,076

ホ 147
R IN Z A I SECTS
Kinzai shu ButtsTiji-ha (24) 51 5 56 43 1 44 155,000

☆  148 Rinzai-shil Dailokuji-ha (30) (1957) (196) — — (196) (180) (10) (190) (56,610)
☆  149 Rinzai-shtl Eigenji-ha (23) 121 — — 121 113 14 127 11,927
I'/rlSO Rinzai-shu Engakuji-ha (21) 210 — — 210 151 3 154 44,820

151 Ningen Zen Kyodan (119) (1958) — (2 ) (11) (13) (41) (1 ) (42) (3,110)

☆ 152 Rinzai-shu Hokdji-ha (22) 170 3 — 173 149 1 150 581,100
☆ 153 Rinzai-shu Kenc ho ji-ha (19) 427 — — 427 2S1 3 284 71,040
☆  154 Rinzai-shu Ken ninji-ha (27) (1958) (71) (1 ) (72) (144) (65) (3 ) (68) (28,728)
☆  155 Rinzai-shu Kdgakuji-ha (29) 60 — 7 67 26 — 26 30,250
☆  156 Rinzai-shu Kokutaiji-ha (31) 35 — — 35 27 9 36 832

☆ 157 Rinzai-shu Mydskinji-ha (18) 3,464 6 3,470 3,250 351 3,601 1,813,652
158 Ichibata Yakushi Kyodan (118) 21 14 2 37 6 7 13 10,140

^<159 Rinzai-shu Nanzenji-ha (20) 428 1 — 429 445 14 459 111,753
*1 6 0 Rinzai-shu Sdkokuji-ha (26) 123 — — 123 93 15 108 77,350

161 Rinzai-shu K os lio ji-h ;i (120) 9 — — 9 11 — 11 2,727

☆  1(32 Rinzai-shu Tenryuji-ha (28) 109 — — 109 89 8 97 69，557
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'•Ar l^htzai-shu Tfy'itkuji-ha ( 2 5 ) ( 195(>)； 

レ1 Sensliin Kyoclciu (121)

(372)

一

( i )

5

SOTO SECTS 

•A； l.(i5 Sdto-shu (32)

-

15,057

Nyorai-sha (122) 76 一

197 Isson Kyodan (123) — 4

, J()8 Sanho-Kyodati (124) 7 2

U N CLASS IF IED  SECTS

1()9 Fukuden Kai (165) 一 4

170 Clfdutsu Ko (1 <16) 1 31

Tolal;,: incorpora(ctl with M/J£d.
7-4’] 38 5,013

(Cf. Buddhist figures in I'ablo V II A Shrines

* For tolul of the supplementary data and other data, se丨



j -  

51

(373)；

5(; ''

_________ - . 1

(285)

21

15,057 | 14,58(5

7(; | 20

1 5

9

一

12

10 14 16

45
7 7

丨 173

10,742 89,897 ]103,918

e Table X .

( 巧)! (300)； (25,574)

118 139 | 19,072

1,438 1眼 M (>,753,975

81 301 58,850

7 7 1,220

1 13 ! 2,670

2 2,369

31
冤

1J 1.031

18,239 122,157 ^7,275,922
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STATISTICAL SURVEY

Overall Christian Statistics

Christianity in Japan is represented by churches of the 

Catholic, Orthodox, and Protestant traditions. As of Decem

ber 31，1959 these communions had a “ membership ” of ap

proximately 700,000. Christians affiliated with churches thus 

constitute about seven-tenths of one percent (0.7 % ) of the 

total population.

The number of Christians in Japan appears to be a different 

matter. According to a recent publication* of the Institute of 

Statistical Mathematics, Christians constitute about three per

cent (3%  ) of the population. In other words，something 

less than three million people claim to be Christians in faith 

There are some 3，950 churches and 1,650 preaching centers, 

or a total of nearly 5,600 Christian centers which have almost 

13,000 Christian workers ( 6，400 men, 6,600 women ) of whom 

roughly 4，000 may be foreign missionaries.”

The total membership of the tnree major envisions of Christi

anity, as shown in Table X II，are : the Catholic Church 262, 

963，the Japan Orthodox Church 35,346 and Protestant and

氺 N ihonjin  no Kokuminsei 日本人の国民性 Study o f Japanese National 

Character) published by Shisei Do 至誠堂（¥ 2，000) was prepared by the 

Research Committee o f Japanese National Character of the Institu te of 
Statistical Mathematics (T oke i Suri Kenkyu Sho 丄、okuminsei Chosa lin ka i

* *  The statistics in  the 1961 Religions Year Book regarding fore ign  m is
sionaries are not complete. For fu rth e r details and the latest statistics see 
page o f the appendix.

CHRISTIANITY
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other denominations 394,380 ( Table X I I I ) * ( For the 1961 

Christian statistics see the appendix ).

The largest single Christian denomination is the Catholic 

( Katorikku) Church. The United Church of Christ in Japan 

( Nihon Kirisuto Kyodana ) is the second largest with 180,458 

members. The Anglican Episcopal Church ( Nihon Seikokai3) 

is third with 41,084，the Spirit of Jesus Church ( Iesu no Mi- 

tama Kyokai Kyodanc) is fourth with 37,225, and the japan 

Orthodox Church (Nihon Harisuto Sei Kyokaid) is fifth with 

35,346 members.

There are eighty-three Christian denominationst besides the 

Catholic Church and the Orthodox Church. Whether all of 

these should be, or want to be, classified as Protestant is not 

known. Therefore, in Table X II I，which gives the details for

thirty-six of these denominations that 

Ministry of Education, they are called 

Christian Denominations

are incorporated with 

“ Protestant and Other

a . 日本基哲教団b . 日本聖会公c .イエス之御霊教会教団d . 日本ハリスト 

正教会
* I'he figures fo r the Anglican EDiscopai しhurch ancl the United chu rch  ot 

Christ have been corrected in  accordance w ith  the explanation on page 
49. The figures fo r the three communions，according to the 1960 Religion 

Year Book (pp. 313)，are : Catholic 266,608，Orthodox 85.283, and P ro
testant 376,357.

t  r o r  complete lis t see 1961 Christian Year Book. There are over 100 de
nominations according to the 1962 C hristian Year Book.



1
Name

Local Organize (ions Religiouy Workers

i
Chnrdies |I•ミぬchins 

1 Centers Total I； Men
il

W omen Total Adherents

Catholic Church

Japnn Or ill od ox Churc)i

Protestant and other denominations

795 

丨 102 

2,649

458

50

1,307

1,253

152

3,956

1,958

68

3,720

4,249

1,789

(5,207

68

5,509

2G2,963

35,346

307,687

( 1 ) Total incoi]5orated with the M /Ed.

(Cf. Chrisliaa figures in Table V I1)

1,815 5,361 5,74G 6,038 l l ，78 i 605.996

Tojal incorporated with Local Prefectures

⑶ s .n T a M e種 ） | 338 _ 338 (i21 579 1.2(X) 34,577

(3) Denominationally affiliated churches 

(C f. Christian figures in 1'able IX )

53 一 53 12 7 19 789

(4) Total reported by the M /Ed.

(Cf. Christian, figures in  Table IV )

3,937 1,815 5,752 6,379 fi,(324 X3?003 641,362

Supplementary da la and corroclionsf 丨 （21)j (11) (32) (27) (17) (44) (51,332)

(jran<l T o la l 3,958 1,832 5,790 | 6,400 G,G4：J 13,019 092,694

N o le : This lablo is based on data in the table on page 482—5 of ihe I%L Religions Year Booh.
* Fur nddiiiuna! anci l.ticr slaii.slics, including the miml)cr of foreign missionciries, counted among ihe religious 
workers, see the aijp^ndix.

** As indicated in a foutnole to Tahle XVILI Do Kai should be a Christian denomination. If its statistics were 
addod to the .mIjoyc tlio lot；ils fo r ChrisJianity would be as follows: Local Organizations 5,811, Christian 
W orkers - 1»>,0S7, Adlioronus -70(3/169. 

f  See footnoto ホ* “ > lablo X III.

TABLE XII 

MAJOR DIVISIONS OF CHRISTIANITY (as of December 31,1959)
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PROTESTANT AND OTHER CHRISTIAN DENOMINATIONS
(as of December 31，1959)

TABLE XIII.

Dcno m ination
. Local  Organizations j Religious W orkers

Churches Preaching
Centers Tota l M en W omen T o la l Adherents

1 . A lliance  C liu rch  of Japan (16) 
(N ih o n  Araiansu Kyoclan) 24 74 98 25 19 44 1,647

2. Anglican Episcopal Church o f Japan (3 ) 266 111 377 348 137 485 33.297

3. Assemblies o f God Church o f Japan (19) 
(N ihon  Asseml)urizu obu God do Kyodan) 67 38 105 60 61 121 5，446

4. Assemblies of God Pentecosi: Church (20) 1958 
(Asscm burizu obu Gocldo Pcnlekosuto) (3 ) — (3 ) ⑷ ⑷ (8 ) (105)

5. Baptist B ib le  Fellow ship of Japan (13 ) (1958) 
(N ihon  Baputesuto Bail>uru Ferosh ippu) (12) ⑴ (13) (16) (9 ) (25) (732)

6. Baptist Convention o f Japan (12) 
(N ih o n  Baputesuto Renmei) 74 102 176 17(5 78 254 13,168

7. C hris tian  Baptist U n ion M ission o f Japan (14) 
(N .hu n  K ir isu to  Baputesuto Ren^o Senkyo Dan) 7 13 20 16 10 26 183

8. C hristian  Brotherhood (23) 
( K irisu to  Kyodai I):m ) 46 — 46 38 50 88 1，749

Note : Th is  table is Itascd on tables on pages 482—5 o f the 1961 Religions Year Book,
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Table X I I I  (C ontinued)

Denominations Churches Preaching
Centers Tota l

!
Men

9. C hris tian  Canaan Church ( ；>1) 
(Iv irisa to -kyo  Kanan Kyodan) 6 7 13 6

10. C liris lian  Reformed Church of Japan (8 ) 
(N ih o n  K ir isu to  Kaikaku-ha K yo ka i) 41 18 59 45

11’ C hristian S p iritua l Church (33) 
(K ir is u to  vShinshu Kyodan) 8 18 26 13

12. Church o f C hris t in  Japan (9) 
(N ih o n  K irisu to  K yo ka i) 85 — 85 79

13. Church of Jesus C hris t o f La tte r Day Saints (36) 
(M atsujitsu Seito Iesu K ir isu to  K yoka i) 25 — 25 65

14. Church o f the Nazarene in  Japan (18) 
(N ih o n  Nazaren Kyodan) 50 — 50 59

15. Church o f the W ay (39)
(D o  K a i)  (See Table X IV )

16. Covenant M issionary Society of Japan (10) 
(N ih o n  Kabenanto Senkyo K a i) 8 9 17 17

17. Evangelical A lliance M ission (17) 
(N ih o n  Domei K ir isu to  Kyodan) 51 100 151 101

18. Evangelical Lutheran Church of Japan (5 ) 
(N ih o n  F uku in  Rutera  K yoka i) 74 35 109 109

19. Evangelical M issionary Church (28) 
(F u ku in  Dendo Kyodan) 19 12 31 14

W omen T ota l Adherents

13 19 3,044

— 45 3,487

9 22 1,464

9 88 5,026

12 77 2,420

17 76 2,941

13 30 322

97 198 2,727

3.1 143 10,413

12 26 1,398
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20. Free M ethodist Church o f Japan (38) 
(N ilio n  Jiyu Mesojisuto Kyodan)

30

21. Gospel o f Jesus Church (35) 
(Iesu F uku in  Kyodan)

3

22. Gospel Church o f Japan (26) 
(N ih o n  F uku in  K yodan)

31

23. Holiness Church o f Japan (22) 
(N ih o n  H orincsu K yodan)

114

24. Holiness Church o f the Oriental (25) 
M issionary Society 

(Toyo  Scnkyokai K iyom e K yoka i)
2

25. H o ly  Jesus Society (31) 46

26. Im m anuel General M ission (24) 
(Im anueru  Sogo Dendo Dan) 37

27. Jesus C hris t Church of Japan (29) 
(N ih o n  Iesu K ir isu to  Kyodan) 51

28. Korean Church o f C hris t in  Japan (11) 
(Za in ich i T a ika n  K ir isu to  K yoka i Sokai) 30

29. L iv in g  W ater C hristian Church (30) 
(Kassui K ir isu to  Kyoclan) 7

30. Lu the r n B re thren M ission of Japan (7 )(1 95 7 ) 
(N ih o n  Ruteru  Dobo Senkyo Dan) (の

31. Lutheran  Church of japan (6 ) 
(N ihon  R uieru  K yodan-M izuri-ha) 24
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Table X I I I  (Conrinued)

I )cnumination Churches Preaching 
i Centers T o la l Men .Women Tota l A d lie rcn ls  1

32. M ino  Mission Church (27) 
(Mine) Misshon Kyoclan) 4 18 22

i

3 7 10 281

33. Salvation A rm y  (37) 
(K yuse i Gun) 54 — 54 104 141 245 9,647

34. Seventh Day A dven lis l Church Japan Union

(Sebunsu De Aclobcnchisulo N ihon  Rengo 
D ciiflo  B uka i)

50 27 77 102 43 1 4 5丨 4,289

35. S p ir it o f Jcsns Church (21)
(Iesu no M i lam a Kyoka i Kyodan) 69 192 261 50 42 92 | 37,225

36. United Church of C hrist in  Japan (4 ) 
(N ih o n  K irisu to  Kyod an) 1,241 326 1,567 1,942 G59 2,601 138,052

37. U niversal Jivan^elical Church (32) 
(B ankoku  F uku in  Kyodan) 5 25 30 6 16 22 899

T o la l incorporated w ilh  the M /E d .
2;649 1,307 3,956 ； 3,720 1,789 5,509 307,687

T o ta l incorporated w ilh  local prefectures
391 — 391

633
586 1,219 ! 35,366

Supplementary data not reported fo r 1959 (21) (11) (32) (27) (17) (44) (1,139)

C o rrections^~■
A ng lican  Episcopal Church membership 7,787*

United Church o f Chrisl: in  Japan membership 42,406**

Grand Tota l 3,061 1,31.8 4,379 1 4,380 ! GJ72
1

i 9 'K')2
1

! 394;385
i

* '丄'hesc figures have been added in  accordance w ith  the explanation on page 49.
:け The totals for the supp ic incn lary d at a and cor rcciions are thus ; churches 2 1 ,preaching centers 1 1 ; total 32; 

men 27, women 17 ; total number (;f relig ious workers 44, ;ulhcrcnls 51,vio2. (See p. 106.)
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Overall Shinto Statistics

Japan is known throughout the world for its unique religion 

of Shinto, commonly called in English “ The Way of the 

Gods”.

Early in the Meiji era Shinto organizations were classified 

by the government as either Shrine Shinto or Sectarian Shinto, 

x he former was composed of shrines which were government 

institutions and constituted an important elememt in the cult 

of State Shinto. The latter consisted of thirteen officially re

cognized sects.

Shrines were considered by the government to be non-reli

gious institutions and, therefore, after the official classification 

became effective, they were not listed together with the churches 

of Sectarian Shinto.

W ith the disestablishment of shrines in 1945，however, the 

situation changed greatly and it became impossiole to clearly 

separate the two. Consequently, the Ministry of Education 

today includes in tue category of Shinto fifteen associations 

based on shrines anc l129 ( other) Shinto sects. These two 

groups are very propsrly included in one list in the Religions 

Year book. However, in order that those especially interested 

in Shiine bhinto may see what has happend to it since dis

establishment, the fifteen associations based on shrines have 

been placed in a separate table ( Table XV  )•

80，7G0 shrines, 24,800 churches, and 11,500 propaganda 

centers, or a total of approximately 117,000 local organizations 

are classified as Shinto. These are served by 195,000 religious

SHINTO
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workers (110,900 men，84，100 women). 

The total number of Shintoists that is, shrine worshippers 

and the adherents of Shinto sects，is 78.6 million， or some

TABLE XIV 

OVERALL STATISTICS FOR SHINTO

(as of December 31，1859)

Sects Shrines

T o ta l incorporated w ith  the M /E d . 
Associations based on Shrines

Shinto Sects 
(C f, Table X V I)

T o ta l incorporated w ith  the local Prefectures 
Independent local organizations
D enom inationally affilia ted local organizations

15

129

79,775

85

788
16

Tota l incorporated w ith  the M /E d .
(C f. Shinto figures in  tables IV  and V )

Supplementary data — not reported in  1959 

(C f. Table X V I)

Grand T o ta l 144

80，664
(80,674)*

(58)
(13)

80,735

♦ F our shrines are attached to Buddhist temples and six to unclassified



eighty-five percent of the total population. 

Table X IV  gives the overall statistics for Shinto. Details 

for each of groups are given in Tables X V ，XV I and X V II。

SHINTO

Religious Organizations j Religious W orkers

Temples'Churches Propagan
da centers T o ta l j

"
Men W omen Tota l Adherents

；!

440 87 80,302 ,
!

20;072 1,580 21,652 53,981,211
il

2 23,580 11,358 35,025 ； 87,279 80,994 168,273
|
丨11，865，451
；

2 323
138

1,113 丨 
154

3,030
494

1,125
457

4,155
951

i
12 016,764 

291,849

4 24,481 11,445 116,594 : 110,875 84,156 195,031 78,155,275

(338) (66)
(58)

(417)

(14)
(621) (623)

(14)
(1,244)

i
1 (4 ;500) 

(356,931)

4 24,819 11,511 117,069 111,510 84,779 ; 198,289 ；|78,516,706

relig ions, making the total number of shrines 80,674.

— 87 —
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Associations Based on Shrines

The fifteen associations based on shrines are listed in Table 

XV  ( Associations Based on Shrines). Some of these organiza

tions, notably the Association of Shinto Shrines (Jinja Honcho^), 

are associations of shrines in much the same way that certain 

Christian denominations are associations of churches. Others 

appear to be more like the traditional sects centering in some 

central shrine, temple, or church. All of these could well be 

regarded as “sects,” but the term “ association ” appears to be 

more appropriate and, therefore, has been used here.

In many, if not most, cases the shrines and churches which 

constitute these fifteen associations existed in some form be

fore World War I I，but the overall organizations, that is, the 

associations, are of post-World War II origin. { In the nature 

of the case this would have to be so, because formerly shrines 

were not permitted by the government to organize in this 

manner.)

Reference has already been made to changes that have taken 

place in the shrine world since disestablishment. This becomes 

very evident when it is noted that, in addition to 79,775 shrines, 

there are 4-10 churches and 87 propaganda centers affiliated 

wilh these associations, and that 85 shrines and two Buddhist 

tempies are affiliated with Shinto sects. (See pp. 99，10(V:)

Seven of the fifteen associations, including the Association 

of Shinto shrines, report 79,500 shrines and no affiliated 

churches or propaganda centers. These associations are ap. 

a- 神社本庁



TABLE XV 

ASSOCIATION BASED ON SHRINES 
(as of December 31，1959)

Name
Local O rganization Religious W orkers

Shrines Churches Propagan
da centers Tota l Men W omen Tota l Adherents 

_ _ _

1. Hokkaido J in ja K yoka i (4 ) (58) — — (5 8 )! (14) — (14) (45,500)
2. Ishizuchi Honkyo (12) — 117 20 137 1,058 408 1,466 G26;087
3. Izumo H inom isaki D a ijingu-kyo — 10 — 10 63 17 80 173.,310
4. Izumo Kanm abi-kyo (11) — 2 17 19 30 7 37 1,000
5. Izumo-kyo (13) — 19 21 40 67 16 83 534,310
6. J in g u -k y o 【7) 87 4 10 101 25 10 35 101,000

7. Jin ja Honcho (1 ) 79,284 — — 79,284 16，:脱 897 1G,561 51，700，177
8. Jin ja H onkyo (2 ) 104 — — 104 61 2 63 265,600
9_ Jinja Ubusuna-ky5 (3 ) 73 一 — 73 11 — 11 82,650

10. Kiso M itake  Honkyo (5 ) — 277 14 291 2,229 631 2,860 199,110
11. N ippon J in ja Honcho t^IO) 15 — — 15 25 3 28 17,570
12. N ippon Jin ja Kyoclan (15) 14 — — 14 10 1 11 10,000

13. Seishin Meisei Ka i (8 ) 122 8 5 135 30 8 38 78,000
14. Shinto Ish ik ir i-kyo  (6 ) 1 3 — 4 30 35 65 167,496
15. Yamato K am im iya  Honcho (14 )* 75 — — 75 269 45 314 24,901

T o la l incorporated w ith  the M /E d .** 79,775 440 87 80,302 20,072 1,580 21,652 53,981,211
Supplemental data— not reported in  1959 (58) — — (58) ( M ) — (14) (45，500)

Grand Tota l 79,833 440 87 80,360 20:086 1,580 21,G66
n, ■■ m -■ ■n ■ H

54,026,711

N ote : T h is  tabic is based on tables on pages 4 5 2 3  of the 1931 Religions Year Dook.
ホ F orm erly  Shinsci-ha Jin ja  Honcho 

* *  The statistics in llus line correspoun(] w ith  those on page 452; line 2 o f ihe Religions Year Book.
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parently retaining very much of their prewar character and 

making a minimum of modifications in their general activities. 

Three associations, in addition to 210 shrines, report 15 

churches and 15 propaganda centers. Five report no affiliated 

shrines and one might well ask why they are said to be based 

on shrines. The answer apparently is that the shrines on 

which they are based are either independent or are affiliated 

with other associations.*

Number of shrines~■ Prior to 1945 the government reported 

more than 110,000 shrines. Today, there are only about 80,700 

according to the Ministry’s statistics. What has happened 

to the other thirty thousand ? The best explanation of this 

seems to be that most of those unaccounted for are small, 

wayside shrines in out-of the way places which have no priests 

in charge and have never bothered either to become incorpor

ated independently or to formally affiliate with any larger 

shrines or associations. It may be that some shrines have 

ceased to exist, but the number is probably not very large.

The latest statistics prior to disestablishment gave the number 

of shrines as follows : 87 government shrines ( kampei-sha )，27 

special government shrines ( bekkaku kampei-sha )，87 national 

shrines ( kokuhei-sha )，49,480 prefectural( ken )， district ( go ) 

and village ( son ) shrines, and some 63,000 unclassified shrines. 

( muliaku-sha). Undoubtedly most, if not all, of the thirty 

thousand shrines that are unaccounted for are small shrines

* Some of these， such as the Tokyo Dai Jingu and the Shiba Dai Jin^u, 
were unofficial, that is，unrecognized shrines (Jii-konin jin ja  非公認祌社）， 

which fo rm erly  were incorporated under the C iv il Code，and some were 
fo rm erly  private shrines Qkojin-ritsu jin ja  個人立神社 ).

— 90 —
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that formerly were unclassified.*

Number of priests— The total number of priests reported to be 

affiliated with these fifteen associations is more than twenty- 

one thousand. How many of these are shrine priests in the 

traditional sense of the term is not known. Unquestionably 

there has been some increase from the prewar days when 

there were only about sixteen thousand. The Association of 

Shinto Shrines alone has more than 16,500.

Traditional Schools of Sect Shinto

recognized thir- 

Shinto ( Kyoka 

the government

Prior to 1945 the government had officially 

teen sects which it had classified as Sectarian 

atiinto ” *，and it was generally understood that 

would not recognize any more, ( As a matter of fact，none 

had been recognized since Tenri-kyo received recognition in 

1908.; W ith the establishment of religious freedom, however, 

the recognition system was abolished and legal obstacles to 

the establishment of new sects no longer exist.

Today there are 129 Shinto sects，了 other than the above

mentioned fifteen associations based on shrines，seventy-two of

* For a more detailed discussion of this question see Contemporary Re li

gions in Japan, June, 1961, ( V o l . I I，No. 2) p. 82—5.

* *  As indicated in the introduction, there is some question in  regard to 
these ciassmcations. There appears to be sound reasons，fo r  example, fo r 
placing Tenri-kyo  and Konko-kyo in  a class by themselves. B u t the problem 
is too involved to discuss here. Interested readers are referred to a b rie f 
discussion of the question，“ Is Sectarian Shinto a R e lig io n ? ”  in  Contem

porary Religions in Japan, September, 1960 ( V o l . I，No. 3 )，p. 77. 
t  Some of these fo rm erly  were unoffic ia lly regarded by the government as 
pseudo-religions (ritlji shukyo 類似宗教）. Af ter  enforcement of the R e li
gious Organizations Law o f 1939 many such were o ffic ia lly  class ffiied as 
“ associations，，Qshtikyd kessha 宗教結社）

— 9 1 —
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which were formed by secession from one or another of the 

original thirteen. For example, seventeen of the new sects 

are made up mamiy of local organizations formerly affiliated 

with Fuso-kyo, and thirteen of local organizations formerly 

affiliated with Mitake-kyo.

In most cases secession did not involved much more than 

the establishment of an independent administrative body. The 

doctrines remained very much the same. Consequently，al

though formerly there were thirteen separate sectarian organi

zations which could properly be called “ sects，，，at present, 

while the original thirteen sects still exist, their names can 

now be said to also designate “ schools of S h in to，，. Tins is 

much the same as in Buddhism, where there are also thirteen 

traditional schools which are comprised of a number of organi

zationally independent sects having a relatively common heritage 

and doctrinal basis. Therefore，the term schools ” has been 

used to designate these groups.

Fnty-seven new sects unrelated to any of the original tmrteen 

are regarded as unclassified Shinto sects.

The 129 sects have 98 shrines，some 24,000 churches and 

丄丄，400 propaganda centers with 168,300 religious workers 

(87,300 men and 81，000 women)，and 11，800，000 adherents. 

323 Shinto churches are independent and 138 are afhliated 

with denominations incorporated on a local prefectural level. 

However, because the statistics for the adherents of these 

churches are combined by the Ministry with those for some 

800 shrines, it is not possible to determine the number of ad

herents of each.
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A word o f caution—In striking an average or drawing any 

conclusions from the totals in Table XV I special care must be 

exercised because they create a somewhat false impression. 

The Tenri sect，for example, is so much larger numerically 

than all the others, except for the adherents of Izumo Oyashiro- 

kyo, that the averages are completely upset if Tenri-kyd is 

eliminated. More than two-thirds of the local organizations 

( 20，100 out of 39，500 ) and religious workers (103,700 out of 

159,500 ) belong to T'enri-kyo，and the combination of 1 enri- 

kvo ancl Izumo Oyashiro-kyo account for more than one-tnird 

of the adherents ( 4.3 million out of 12.2 million ). Moreover, 

six of the 129 sects include more than half of the adherents 

and twenty-two，with more than 100,000 adherents each, ac

count for more than eighty-two percent of the total. It v/ill 

be clear then that，generally speaking，except for these tv̂ enty- 

two sects, most of the 129 sects are relatively small.

Shinto Sects

Table XV II gives a list of the 

tically with the sects formed by 

tional affiliations.

129 sects arranged alphabe- 

secession under their rracli-

— 93 —



TRADITIONAL SCHOOLS OF SECTARIAN SHINTO 
(as of December 31,1959)

TABLE XVI

T rad itiona l D ivisions
Sects

Local O rganization 

Shrines |churches |^ rODâ i Tota l

Relig ious W orkers 

Men | W omen i T o ta l

1 . Fuso-kyo 17 35 790 707 1,532 5,428 3,535 8,963
(1 >卞 (43) (IL)) (56) 〔213) (67) (280)

2. Izumo Oyashiro-kyo 1 1 280 — 281 4,577 736 5,313 i
3. Jikko-kyo

4 i 446 200 647 1,896 1,257 3，153
4. Konko-kyo 1 — 1,621 40 1,661 2，121 1,612 3,733 !
5. Kurozum i-kyo 1 2 378 20 400 2?457 671 3，128
6. M isogi-Kyo 1 — 36 31 G7 683 211 894
7. M itake-kyo 13 1 961 1?023 1,985 7,509 4,206 11,715
8. Shinri-kyo 6 12 688 196 896 1,51(3 1,699 3，215

(:0 (16) (19) (15) (5 ) ( 邓)丨
9. Shinshu-kyo 3 — 464 54 518 863 1，005 1,868

1 0. Shi.ilo  Shusei-ha 1 — 221 — 221 1,045 358 1,403
1 1 . Shinto Ta ikyo 13 1 638 63 702 2,251 1,048 3,299

⑷ (250) (13) (267) (239) (450) 0iS9)
12. Shinlo Taise i-kyo 3 — 78 26 104 281 241 522
13. T en ri-kyo 8 — 15,368 5，1.73 20,541 51,393 60,863 112,256

(2 ) (15) (17) (73 ) (98)；

Tota l 72 53 21,969 7,533 29,555 82,020 77,442 159,462
(10) (309) (40) (359) (540) (547) (1,087)；

Now unclassified Shinto sccls, 57 32 1.611 3，825 5.470- 5,259 3,552 8,811
(3 ) (15) (m ) (3 9 )丨 丨 （57) (幻 ) _ )

Adherents

779,108
(26，484)

2,277,652

582,247

605,572

751,670

113,725

802,131

224,001
(2,506)

567,447

52,205

674,830
(308,398)

67,686

2,388,431
(2，800)|

9,886,705 !
(340,186)

1,978,746
(8,316)
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Total incorporated wiih ihe M/lCd.

Supplementary dala— not reported 
in 1959

【1
129 1 85 _ 

(1:0:

23,580 

(324)丨

Grand Totnl 129 j. 98 ! 23,904

11,358 1 35,025t'! 87,279 | 80,994 !168,273 11,865,451

, ((;り| (398)； (597 > (598)' (1,195) I (348,502)

11,419 |
1

35,423ti S7,S7(y { 81,592 j 169.468 jl2,213,953

the 1961 Religions Year Book.Note ： This tabic is ha.scd on a table oti pp. 452—3

* Figures in parentheses are for previous years.

t  Two temples reported by two unclassified sects arc included in this total.



TABLE XVII

(21,152)] 
l l 75CO j

Reli

Men

862
57
13
25

444

25
23
16
5

12

1?929
124

(163:
(23:

1,913

Name

SHINTO SECTS 

(as of December 31，1959)

Local Organization

Ananai-kyo (106)
D ai-hongen-k)ro Kyoclan (119)
D ai-n ich i D a ir itsu  Genri Kyoclan (128) 
L)ai-n.ppon Daicl5-kyo (95)
D ai-sh inkai Kyodan (109)

8 
9 

10

12 

13 
1,1 

15

Dai-shizen-kyo (1.18) 
I3ai-uchu-ky6 (127) 
Daiwa Kyodan (143) 
Daizen-kyo (117) 
F u jim iho  (108)

Fusd-kyd (20)
Daido-kyo (53)
F u ji H on-kyo (52) (1957) 
F n ji-kyo  (51) (1957) 
Ish izuclii-kyo (44)

16 Isuzu-kyo (56) (1955)
17 I\om p ira -kyo  (48)

Shrines Churches Propagan
da centers Tota l

69 232 301

54 — 5-1

1 12 13

17 1 18

210 298 508

4 9 13

7 3 10

13 10 23

4 1 5

5 3 8

248 J7-1 422

28 53 137 218

(1 ) (15) (5 ) (21)
(22； — (2 2 )

1^4 292 416

(の (7 ) (13)
4 14 16 34

(27)
24

⑶丨 (35)；
33 57 |

^ious W orkers

W  omen T o la l Adherents

215 1,077 205,748
48 105 55;C03

— 13 17,200

31 5(3 111,689

651 1,095 29773b

21 46 3,584

21 44 2，495

G7 83 40,360

6 11 1，100
14 26 780

1;303 3,232 220,926
2x5 339 57?076

( お ) ( 肌 ) (1，8% )

(21) (44 ) (3/134)|

I 1?552 | 3，..1(35 丨 24(5,072
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18 Maruyama-lcyo (11)
19 M c iji Kyoclan (55)
20 M inelaka Inari Taisha-kyo (54)

21 M eisci-kyo (4 G)
22 Om isora-kyo (19)
23 Seisei-kyo (42)
24 Shin-no-m ichi-kyo (43)
25 Shinsei-kyo (45)

1

26 Tenchi-kyo (47)
27 Tensu-kyo (50)
28 Ilinom o to -kyo  (102)
29 Ilin o m o to  Kyodan (99)
30 Ina ri-kyo  (98) (1956)

2

1

31 Inari-sh in -kyo  (129)
32 Ish in  K a i (90 )
33 Ish in -kyo  (135)

☆34 Izumo Oyashiro-kyo (19) 1

☆  35 Jikko-kyo (21)
36 M e iji-kyo  (59)
37 Shinto Ko toh ira-kyo  (57)
38 Ya mato- kyo (58)

☆39 Konko-kyo (27)

1

1



96 46 142 944 173 1,117 97,174

2 8 10 8 6 14 5,453

45 4 49 86 171 257 .102,173

5 10 16 16 12 28 5,328

1 — 1 11 2 13 6,588

10 6 16 60 17 77 11,478

184 — 184 271 24 295 2,465

2 11 15 17 7 24 5,495

6 3 9 25 20 45 7,380

5 83 88 184 227 411 64,680

4 7 12 20 11 31 2，613

(8) (1) (9 ) (14) (18) (32) (1,709)

5 3 8 17 17 34 3,500

5 51 56 240 23 263 48,985

8 539 547 547 134 681 31,005

280 — 281 4,577 736 5,313 2,277,652

321 5 326 1,142 816 1,958 193,359

93 127 221 593 288 881 183,854

11 34 45 49 33 82 156,104

21 34 55 112 120 232 48,930

,621 40 1,661 2,121 1,612 3，733 605,572



Table XVII (Continuefl)

Name Shrines Churches Propagan
da centers T o ta l Men W omen Total Adherents

☆40 Kitrozunu-kyo (17) 
41 M eisei-kyo (139) 

☆42 Misogi-kyd (24)

2 378
14
36

20
5

31

4C0
19

67

2,457

24
683

671
25

211

3，128
49

894

751,670
8,429

113,725

4f0,949
178,886

19,900
3,220

'{(43 Mitake-kyd (21)

44 Cliikakuzan M inshu-k^o Kyoclan (76)
45 Ilikaw ^i-kyo  (70)
46 I l i-n o o s h ie  (64)

784
79
13
2

551
302

2
15

1,335
331

15
17

6,622

535
30
2

3,482
348

60
1

10,104
883

90
3

47 M itake-kyo Shusei-ha (65) 5 5 10 8 7 15 4,575
48 M itam a-kyo (71) 5 5 10 23 52 75 35,725
49 Naobi-kyo (66) 5 7 12 16 13 29 2,542
50 Shinsei-kyo (74) 11 63 74 92 151 243 16,567
51 Shinto Kokusei-kyo (72) 6 14 20 45 9 54 2,580

52 Shintoku Kyoclan (75) 1 3 41 45 31 18 49 26,814
53 Shizen-sha (73) 13 7 20 41 _ 41 13,185
54 Tenj6-ky6 (69) 28 — 28 47 59 106 22,511
55 Tokum itsu-kyo (68) 7 11 18 17 6 23 14,677
56 M itakesan Soma H on-kyo (88) 13 19 32 133 60 193 6,316

57 M izuho-kyo (138) 3 43 —— 46 44 76 120 50,000
58 Nakayama K o jia  Ilo 'o n  Ka i (126) 1 22 23 15 62 77 5,866
59 ()-h i-nom oto-ky6 (132) 1 11 8 20 33 40 73 j 10,939
GO (Jmolo (105)

i
573 621 1,197 162 42 204 103,482
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61 Anushi-kyO (136) 1 6

02 ( )yam；»to-l<yo (103) 1 6

6'5 J《enshin(l6 KyOtlan (107) 11

64 Seiko-kyo (92) 一

65 Scldshin Kni (134) 5

GG Sensliin-kyo (114) 1 79

67 Shidaido-kyo (144) 5

68 vShinboku Kyodan (93) 59

09 Sliinjin-kyo (120) 4 8

70 Shinmei-kyo (97) 6 1

71 Shinrci-kai Kyoclan (100) 40

72 Shinri-kyo (25) 654

73 Chintaku Rcifu Shin-kyO (77) 3

74 Ch6sci-ky5 (76) 12 10

75 Ilinomoto-kyO (78) 9

70 Inari-ky6 Honcho (80) (3) (16)

77 Omiwa-kyo (80) (1956) 12

78 Shinsei-kyo (125) 1 2

79 Shinsci Mutsumi KyOdan (115) 1

•80 Shinshu-kyo (2  ) 434

81 Kurai-no Michibiki-kyO (63) 25

82 Slii nso-kyo (62) 5

includes J temple also.



15 23* 3 10 13 1,705

]0 17 11 12 23 10,975

20 31 1 22 19 41 17,410

8 13 ; 6 4 10 3,200

74 154 ； 592 87 679 I 27,650

3 8 33 4 37 2,267

27 86 86 72 158 112,340

20 32 19 22 41 4,155

一 7 28 1 29 4,225

782 822 267 556 823 j 179,023

135 789 977 1,423 2,400 206,003

39 42 ： 44 26 70 1 1,675

17 39 400 86 486 3,262

1 10 18 17 35 3,326

— (19) (15) (5) (20) (2,506)

4 16 77 147 224 9,735

8 U 8 18 丨 23,535

24 25 18 30 48 2,360

— 434 757 809 1,566 559,469

54 79 ' 

5 i

81

22

193

3

277

25

4,478

3,^00

s
i
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*  T o ta l includes one temple.

Table XVII (Continued)

Name Shrines Churches Propagan
da centers T ota l Men W omen Tota l Adherents

1,700
5,568

19,665

83
84
85
86

Shinlo Ish izuclii-ha (116) 
Shinto Kotoku-kyo  (142) 
Shinto kyodan (133) 
Shinto Sempo-kyo (122)

7
7

20

7

158

7
14

178

15
47

249

10
8

126

25
55

375

87 Shinto Shin-kyo (123) 2 9 14 26* 80 39 119 4,270
88 Shinto Shin-kyo (137) 5 7 12 32 33 65 6,263

☆  89 Shinto Shusei-ha (18) 221 — 221 1,045 358 1,403 52,205

☆  90 Shinto Tai-kyo (16) 1 480 — 481 1;380 699 2,079 574,520
91 Ina ri-kyo  (37) (1957) (22) (5 ) (27) (29) (26) (55) (3,650)
92 Kam i-nagara-kyo (31) 10 20 30 36 38 74 21,245
93 K andori Konko-kyo (30) 13 1 14 28 6 34 8,140
94 M isen-kyo (33) 9 — 9 15 17 32 2,830

95 O m iw a-kyo (40) (1956) (23) (8 ) (31) (41) (81) (122) (267,374)
96 Shinto (36 ) (1955) (4 ) (205) — (209) (1(59) (343) (51の (37,374)
97 Shinto Kanshin-kyo (32) 4 8 12 20 12 32 6,071
98 Shinto Shinclo-kyo (39) 11 — 11 28 25 53 3,546

99 Shinlo Shinshin-kyo (39) 11 21 32 27 90 49 34,113

100 Shinto Tenko-kyo (29) 84 — 84 654 157 811 5,031
101 Shisei Mahashira-kyo (35) 14 8 22 45 54 99 7,490
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102 Ten^en-kyo (34)

☆103 Shinto Taisei-kyd (22)
104 Shugendo-kyo (60)
105 Tenchi-kyo (61)
106 Shizcn Shin do (111)
107 Shuyo clan Hosei Ka i (110)

4 
14

5

108 Soshindo-lcyo (121)
109 Sumera-kyo (94)
110 Sumera-kyo lIo n ，in-ha (96)
111 Ta ire i-do  (141)
112 T en，on-ky5 (113)

9

7
36

140
14

3

113 Tenre i-kyo (101) 12
1 114 Shinto Yam ato-kyo (131) 2 20
☆115 Tenri-kyo (28) 15,299

116 Daido-kyo (28)
117 H inom oto Shinsei-ko (86) (1956) (2 )

118 H onm ichi (81) 3
119 N ichigetsu-kyo (87) 5
120 Scisho5in  Kyodan (85) —

121 Sekai Shinclo-kyo (84) 49
122 Taiclo-kyo (83) 12

123 TcnsKa Yamakage Shinto A ish in  Ka i
(124) b



5 7 18 18 36 11,844

13 70 176 132 308 54,800

13 30 94 103 197 11,287

— 4 11 6 17 1,599

— 14 10 10 20 5，812

99 104 96 55 151 17,841

25 32 29 5 34 5,084

52 88 113 66 179 149，188

358 507 393 445 83S 447,625

— 14 26 16 42 13,965

6 9 6 2 8 U 46

12 24 20 16 36 10,940

58 80 45 45 90 25,503

4,848 20,147 47,724 56,034 103,758 2,050,990

(15) (17) (73) (25) (98) (2,800)

— 3 2,978 4，208 7,186 244,540

5 10 9 3 12 410

258 307 661 554 1,215 84,120

62 74 21 64 85 8，371

11 17 36 15 51 6,325



* T o ta l includes two temples.

Table XVII (Continued)

Na me

124 Tenshindo Kyodan (89)
125 Tenshin-kyo (140) (1956)
126 Ten sho-kyo (91)
127 Tenzen-kyo (112)
128 Tokush in-kyo (130) (1956)
129 Uchu Kyodan (104) (1955)

T o ta l incorporated w ith  the M /E d .

Shrines 丨Churches jP̂ achmg| Total

Supplementary data— not reported in  1959

Grand T o la l

(i)

)
) 

1

4

 

5
 

2

1
 

c
 

c
.

85 I 23，580

(13 )丨 (324) 

98 I 23,904

93

N
J
y 

x
)
y 

i 

8 

2
:
8 

c 

1:

5 

(

i

13
’

„
 

n

9 5 丨 

(2)| 
3 j 

16 | 

(13): 

(15),

35,025*

(61)

11,419

(398)

35,423*

36 | 

(5)； 
12 

18 
(25) 
(13)

87,279

T o ta l i Adherents

) 

)
) 

2
 

5
 

5
 

8
 

9
 

9

2
 
r
v 

1
 

1
 

c

c

80,994

(597)| (598) 

87,876 i 81,592

58 {! 46,890
( 10>| (200)

27 11 7,906
26 !| 10,100

(44)|| (2,505)
(22)'| (3,902)

168,273 11,865,451

(1,195)丨 | 348,502

169,468 112.213,953

M en Women
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OTHER RELIGIONS

OTHER RELIGIONS

It may come as something of a surprise to many readers， 

after having read sensational reports about the so-called new 

religions, to note that only thirty-one organizations are regarded 

as unclassified religions and to discover that the total number 

of adherents of these religions is less than four million. The 

bulk of the newer religious movements are very definitely in 

either the Shinto or Buddhist tradition and, therefore, are listed 

under those faiths.*

The thirty-one organizations report 4,500 local organizations.. 

10,700 religious workers, and 3.7 million adherents.

Table X V III ( Unclassified Religions) is an alphabetical 

listing of these thirty-one religions. It may be noted that Do 

Kaifl is in fact a Christian organization, which the Ministry 

states was mistakenly included in this list.

Supplementary Data and Corrections

Table X IX  brings together all the supplementary data and 

corrections of tables X, X II，XIV, and X V III in this order. 

The totals have been added to the overall statistics in Table 

IV.

a. 道会
* F or the latest statistics on some of the so-called new relig ions see the 

appendix.

— 103 —~



TABLE XV III

UNCLASSIFIED RELIGIONS 

(as of December 31,1958)

Name
Local Organizations Relig ious W orkers

AdherentsCliu rches Propagan
da centers T o ta l M en W omen Tota l

.1 Dal-shizen Tenchi F lino-O kam i-kyo (31) 6 29 35 32 48 80 4,625 j
2 Do Kai ( 1 ) ;|: 13 8 21 36 2 38 3,849 I
3 Ekiclo-kyo (10) 9 14 23 32 48 80 1,635
4 Enno-kyo (2 ) 165 305 470 408 779 1,187 123,480
5 Fum yo-kai Kyoclan (2 ：)) 11 G 17 16 11 27 28;380
6 Hachi Dai- ryuo Dai-shizen A ish in  K yotlan(17) 

. . . ,  (1955) (27) (46) (73) (35) (G3) (98) (32,046)
7 Hora*san Seishin Kai (9 ) 5 4 9 20 3 23 3/173
8 Izumo Shinto Yaqurao-kyo S h in jin -ka i (24)

■ . . r (1957) (の (7 ) (12) (7 ) (4 ) CH) (2,934)
9 K ikue i-ka i Kyodan (3 ) 33 — 33 71 65 136 3,808

10 Kyuseisliu-kyo (30) 14 120 134 38 82 120 10,875
11 M akolo no M ich i (19) 6 13 19 , 9 13 22 6,228
12 M ihashira-kyo (21) 2 2 4 2 3 5 481
13 N ihon Ehoba K\-oclan (15) 4 20 24 96 32 128 9,050
14 N ilio n  Jiyu Shukyo Renmei (22) (1955) (5 ) — (5 ) (7 ) — (7 ) (984)
15 Nilion Keishin Suso Jishu Dan 3 o 6 丨 3 6 20,300
1(5 P. L. Kyoclan (11) 185 414 599 | 414 374 788 854,300
17 Seicho-no-Ic (4 ) 39 1,582 1,621 2,092 535 2,627 1,533,624
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18 Seiko-kyo (23) 12 21 33 19 38 57 6,968
19 Sei kyo Kai (26) 1 2 9 t 6 5 11 5,700
20 Sekai ] Iciwa Kyodan (28) 37 321 358 739 784 1，523 32,699
21 Sekai Kyu.sci-kyo (6 ) 96 493 589 1，225 848 2,073 398,174
99 Shinm ei*no-M ichi (7 ) 25 — 25 188(5) 43(2) 231(7) 26,988
23 Shinre i-kyo (16) 3 1 4 15 10 25 74,609
24 Shinsei K a i (8 ) 66 — 56 307 100 407 51,960
25 vShinsei Reido-kyo (20) 12 14 26 14 27 41 36,237
26 Tenchi-no-Tai~kyo (25) 4 — 4 55 9 64 2;066
27 Tensha Tsuchim ikaclo Shinto Honcho(12)(1955) (26) (1 ) (27) (418) (49) (467) (30,871)
28 Tensho Kota i J in^u-kyo (14) 184 — 184 210 55 265 126,275
29 Tenso I\6 -kyo (18) 9 12 21 21 25 46 22,120

30 Uchu M olu-hajim e Shin-kyo (27) 16 7 23 4 1 5 13,562
31 Zenrin K a i (13) 1 55 56 83 64 147 277,859

Tota l incorporated w ith  the M /E rl. 961 3,446 4,413t 6，155 4,007 10,162 3,685,325

Supplementary data— not reported in  1959 (63) (54) (117) (467) (116) (583) (66,835)

Grand T o ta l 1,024 3,500 4,530 6,622 4，123 10,745 3,752,160

N o te : T h is  table is based on tables on pages 486—7 o f the 1961 Religions Year Book.

* Do K a i is a Christian  organization and should have been so listed. I t  is retained in  th is lis t in  order to con
fo rm  to the 1961 Religions Year Book. la  the supplementary figures in  Table X I I  Do K a i is counted as a 
Christian denomination, and its statistics are subtracted in  the supplementary figures in  th is table. Future  
editions o f the Religions Year Book，we are in fom ed，w ill lis t Do Ka i under C h ris tian ity .

|  Includes G shrines.



TABLE XIX 

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA AND CORRECTIONS

Local Organizations j Religious W orkers

AdherentsShrines Temple Churches Propagan
da centers T o ta l | M en

i
W om en T ota l

Buddhism — 923 8;220 342 9,485 1,510 686 2,196 9,946,041

C hris tian ity — — 21 11 32 27 17 44 51,332
Shinto 71 — 338 66 475 635 623 1,258 361,431
Others — — 63 54 117 467 116 583 66,835

T o ta l 71 923 8,642 473 10,109 2,639 1,442 4,081 10,425,639
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( to be continued )


